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Another sniper shooting?
ies into Washington, D.C.,
just as the morning commute
began.
The 40-year-old man was
•
shot as he stood at the top of
the steps of the bus,
By The Associated Press
Montgomery County Police
ASPEN HILL, Md. (AP)
Capt. Nancy Demme said.
— A man on a bus was shot in
"We don't know if this is
the chest and critically
related but we're treating this
wounded early today, and a
as if it is," Demme said.
police task force was investiHe was taken to Suburban
gating as if it was related to
Hospital in Bethesda, where
the serial sniper who has
Dr. Eugene Passamani said he
killed nine people this month.
was in critical condition.
Police put a widespread
The shooting happened
dragnet into place immediateshortly before 6 a.m. near an
ly after the shooting, clogging
apartment building and woodtraffic
on
Connecticut
ed area along Connecticut
Avenue, one of the main arterAvenue. The location, some

Man shot
on bus this
morning

15 miles north of downtown
Washington, is near the sites
of the first six sniper attacks,
all on Oct. 2 and 3. In all, 12
people have been shot by the
sniper in Maryland, Virginia
and Washington, D.C.; three
were critically wounded.
Agents for the federal
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms combed the
area. A police dog searched
near a basketball court in a
park, and police helicopters
flew over the scene.
On Monday, the hunt for
the sniper turned into a case
of high-stakes phone tag.
The most recent shooting
blamed on the sniper critically

MSU chipping
in to cover
insurance costs
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Six-hundred-and-fifty-thousand
dollars may seem like a steep price
to pay just to buy some time. But for
Murray State University employees
who have their health insurance
through the university, that amount
may not be enough.
According to Joyce Gordon,
associate vice president of human
resources at MSU, the university is
chipping in the additional $650,000
this year to its already $3,610,000
contribution to cover employee
insurance costs in an effort to keep
skyrocketing premiums down.
"If we had done nothing else, not
made any plan design changes but
simply passed on all that amount to
the employees, that would have
resulted in a 126.4 percent increase
in employee premiums," she said.
"Did we fix health insurance? No,
(but) we bought 12 months."
What the extra contribution from
the university will mean for the
upcoming year is that, beginning
Jan. 1, 2003, employees will have to
pay $198,000 in insurance premiums instead of $1.4 million.
"If we passed along the full cost
of a family plan to our employees,
they would be paying about $500 a
month for that plan, too," Gordon
said. "It's not that our's costs any
less; it's that we, as the employer,
cover a much greater percentage of
the cost."
This will mark the second year in
a row MSU has upped the amount of
health insurance costs is covers for
its employees. At this time last year,
the university decided to increase its
contribution by $325,000.
"It's the most we've added in a
year," Gordon said. "It wasn't done
lightly. We've looked at every single
aspect of our budget, and we know
there's some risk to doing that."
Even with the increased university contribution, MSU employees
will still see slight increases in their
monthly insurance premium costs,
as well as increases in deductibles
and co-pay options.
Under the university's Standard
PPO plan, monthly premiums for an
employee-only plan will increase by
$4 to $24; employee and children
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wounded a 37-year-old man
Saturday night outside a
steakhouse in Ashland, Va.
On Monday, police said they
received a call about the
attack, hinting it was from the
sniper, but that the call was
muddled.
-The person you called
could not hear everything you
said. The audio was unclear
and we want to get it right.
Call us back so that we can
clearly understand," said
Montgomery County Police
Chief Charles Moose, who
has been leading the hunt.
Schools in the Richmond

VICTORIA AROCHO/AP Photo

SCENE OF A CRIME? ...
Montgomery County police
forensics personnel stand
behind a commuter bus after a
shooting this morning in
Aspen Hill, Md. A man was
shot in the chest at a bus stop,
and a police task force was
investigating whether the
shooting was connected to
the serial sniper who has
killed nine people this month.

MI See Page 2

Call of the Wild

If we had done
nothing else ... but
simply passed on all that
amount to the
employees, that would
have resulted in a 126.4
percent increase in
employee premiums.
--hIceGordon
MSU Associate Vice
PresideittofHuman
Resources
will increase by $10 to $65; employee and spouse will increase by $11
to $73; and employee and family
will go up $19 to $124.
Under the Enhanced PPO plan,
the employee only monthly premiums will increase by $9 to $56;
employee and children will increase
by $19 to $120: employee and
spouse will increase $21 to $134;
and the employee and family plan
will increase $34 to $216.
The university is also doing away
with its indemnity plan, which
allowed employees covered under it
to go outside the service provider
network for coverage, and replacing
it with a "Basic" plan, which
Gordon said is designed for catastrophic coverage. Monthly premiums under the Basic plan will be
$10 for the employee only option;
$24 for employee and children; $27
for employee and spouse; and $57
for employee and family.
"It does have much lower cost
premiums, but it also has very high
deductibles and out-of-pockets and
co-pays," Gordon said. "It's intended basically for people who are
very, very healthy and are going to
bet they don't need to use health
insurance or for the individuals who
feel like that's the most affordable
thing for them."
The deductible under the
Enhanced PPO plan will go from

II See Page 2
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THIS GIVES ME GOOSE(CALL)BUMPS! ... Michael Conley, PE teacher at Murray Elementary School and avid hunter and fisherman, educates his students on the outdoors by demonstrating various forms of outdoor recreation, such as casting using
hula hoops and outdoor cooking. Here, Conley demonstrates a goose call in front of a group of students.

Judge to rule soon on venue change
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
judge said Monday he's inclined to
move Tina Conner's sexual harassment lawsuit against Gov. Paul
Patton out of Jefferson County to
another town.
Jefferson Circuit Judge Geoffrey
Morris appeared to narrow the
options to Franklin County — the
venue favored by Patton's attorney
— or in Hickman County in far
western Kentucky — the site of
Conner's nursing home.
Conner's lawsuit alleges that her
nursing home was the target of
Patton's revenge after she broke off
their sexual relationship.
Patton has admitted to the affair
but maintains he never misused his
power to give her special treatment
or retaliate against her.
Morris promised a decision by
Wednesday.
Once the proper venue is estab-

Controvers

in

the

WNVEALfH.
lished, attorneys can wrangle over that Jefferson County was the approattempts by Patton's attorney to dis- priate place for the trial because
that's where many of the sexual
miss claims by Conner.
During a hearing Monday, liaisons between Patton and Conner
Morris said there was "no question occurred.
But Radolovich seemed resigned
in my mind" that Jefferson County
was not the proper place for the trial. to the prospect of moving the case to
"I'm caught between my col- either Franklin County or Hickman
leagues in Franklin County and my County. He said both places have
colleague in Hickman County," -equally competent judges" and
"good juries."
Morris said.
trust the people of this comMorris voiced discomfort about
moving the case. He inherited the monwealth," Radolovich said. "I'll
case when a fellow Jefferson Circuit go either place."
Patton's attorney, Sheryl Snyder
Court judge removed herself at the
request of Conner's lawyer because of Louisville, also said the case
Patton appointed her to the bench. could get an impartial jury anyMorris said he wanted to avoid any where.
But he argued the case should be
perception that judges were trying to
duck the case because of the intense sent to Franklin County, the seat of
state government. Snyder said
publicity.
Fred Franklin County would be more
Conner's
attorney,
Radolovich of Louisville, argued convenient for state officials who

www.murrayledger.com

Vicki Wilson

would testify at
trial.
"The logical
thing for anybody,
whether you have
a law degree or
don't have a law
degree, is that
when you sue the
governor,
you
Patton
should be suing
him in the state capital," Snyder told
reporters afterward. "We believe
that's what the statute says."
Radolovich said the convenience
factor was exaggerated because the
state officials could give depositions
in Frankfort, even if the trial moved
hundreds of miles away to Hickman
County.
Morris raised questions about
reasoning by Patton's lawyer in
seeking to move the case to Franklin
County.

II See Page 2
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Troops report daytime attack

PoliceLog

BAGRAM, Afghanistan (AP) — but normally during the night, King off vertically,
or hover near a target.
U.S. troops reported an unusual day- said. He said he did not believe the
Previously, troops on the ground
time rocket attack on one of their daytime attack meant enemy forces depended
on A-10 tank-killer
outposts in eastern Afghanistan, the were becoming bolder.
planes, helicopters and fighters.
military said Tuesday. The rocket
On Sunday, three Afghans reportKing said basing the speedy
missed the base, and there were no ed a cache of three U.S.-made, 2.75- Harriers at Bagram
might free up
injuries.
inch rockets near the town of Shkin. U.S. aircraft carriers, but he couldn't
Special forces at the Chapman King said the type had not been used say if any were being
sent to the
Army airfield near Khost spotted the by U.S. forces since the early 1990s, Persian Gulf to prepare
for possible
rocket flying toward them at about and it was unclear where they came military action against
Iraq.
10 a.m. Monday, but it landed west from.
The Harriers "basically provide
of the base, said Col. Roger King.
On Monday, the last Harrier us with a naval aviation element that
Troops could not pinpoint the jump jets from a six-plane Marine is a little quicker
in response than
launch site.
squadron arrived at Bagram to help getting something from an aircraft
U.S. bases have been attacked support ground troops. Harriers are carrier," King said.
frequently with rockets or gunfire, extremely fast and can land and take

Murray Police Department
•Two managers at Murray's Taco Bell were arrested Thursday at 3:40
p.m. for allegedly stealing over $900 from the restaurant.
Francene Guns, 23, and Ten Jones, 21, both of Murray, were both
charged with theft by unlawful taking over $300. Both were lodged in the
Calloway County Jail.
The arrest followed an investigation into the theft of $921.24 from
Taco Bell on Aug. 26. During the investigation, MPD detectives learned
that a deposit from the restaurant was never made on that date.
• Kindra Bnsby, 18, Providence, Ky., drove from Sixth Street onto
Chestnut Street and into the path of another vehicle driven by Michael
L. Hutchison, 21, Fulton, Ky., Fnday at 11:48 a.m. Brisby, Hutchison and
a passenger in Hutchison's vehicle, Laurel Carmen, 41, Paris, Tenn.,
were all treated and released at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
following the accident.
— Information gathered from reports,
logs and citations from respective agencies

II Venue ...

II Shooting?

From Front

From Front

In cases cited by Patton's lawyer,
the argument was that the trial
should move to where the alleged
harm was done, Morris said. In
Conner's case, any alleged harm
took place at her nursing home, the
judge said.
Conner claims that Patton
arranged preferential treatment for
her nursing home, Birchtree
Healthcare in Clinton, during their
affair from 1997 to 1999 and for a
time after their affair ended. She
contends Patton unleashed regulators on her nursing home after she
ended the affair.
Birchtree Healthcare was cited
for
numerous violations in
December 2001, two months after
Conner said she broke off communication with Patton. Birchtree has
since filed for bankruptcy protection.
Besides the lawsuit, investigations are under way by the
Executive
Branch
Ethics
Commission, federal authorities and
Attorney General Ben Chandler.
After the hearing Monday, Snyder
said the governor has not been contacted by the FBI or the ethics coin-
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Tina Conner
mission.
Conner's appearances on television talk shows and even a call-in
show to discuss her allegations has
actually helped strengthen Patton's
case, Snyder said.
"I think it would cause any reasonable juror to believe that she's
not suffered intentional infliction of
emotional distress," he said. "She
doesn't seem to be distressed at all
to me, watching her on TV."

••

area, near Saturday's shooting,
remained closed a second day
Tuesday.
Moose did not disclose who
received the muddled phone call,
when it was made or other details.
But investigators believe the call
may have come from the sniper and
that the caller was the person who
left a note and phone number at the
scene of Saturday night's shooting, a
law enforcement source told The
Associated Press on condition of
anonymity.
On Sunday, Moose publicly
pleaded with the note writer to call
authorities.
Then in the first of two televised
statements Monday, he said: "The
message that needs to be delivered
is that we are going to respond to a
message that we have received. We
are preparing our response at this
time."
Separate reports Tuesday shed
more light on the message. The Los
Angeles Times and Richmond TimesDispatch said it contained a threat
directed toward schools. Several

news organizations reported that the
killer demanded money.
The Los Angeles Times, citing
unidentified federal agents, said the
letter was "very lengthy" and poorly
worded, bordering on broken
English.
The victim shot Saturday night
was felled by a single shot to the
stomach. He remained in critical but
stable condition at a Richmond hospital Tuesday after doctors removed
his spleen and parts of his pancreas
and stomach. Surgeons retrieved the
bullet after surgery Sunday, and ballistics tests linked the slug to the
ambush killer.
Moose's plea Monday came
hours after Virginia authorities surrounded a white van parked near an
Exxon gas station just outside
Richmond and seized two men.
They said later the men had no connection to the sniper.
Several newspapers reported
Tuesday that the men apparently
made the mistake of driving the
white van up to a phone booth being
watched by police. The phone booth
had been traced to one that the letter

Montgomery Co. Police
writer had used.
A Justice Department official
said deportation proceedings had
begun against the two — a 24-yearold Mexican and 35-year-old
Guatemalan.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Associated
Press writers Bill Baskervill, Allen
G. Breed, Ron Fournier and Pete
Yost contributed to this report.

•Insurance...
From Front

Gordon said that, considering for coming up with a plan to keep
early health insurance cost projec- the costs as low as possible.
$300 to $400, while the Standard tions for
the university, MSU was
"Dr. Alexander is extremely
PPO plan deductible will rise from able to keep
costs for its employees involved in the health insurance
$750 to $1,000. Outpatient physi- relatively low.
process and in that whole idea of
cian co-pays will rise $5 under each
She also said the low costs are keeping it affordable," she said. "If
plan, from $15 to $20. The emer- even
more impressive when consid- nobody can afford the insurance,
gency room and prescription drug ering the
fact that MSU employees what good is it?"
co-pays will also increase under were also
given an average 3 percent
Gordon also said, though, that
each plan.
raise in July.
with the health insurance marketing
"If you've been here a long time spiraling upward, this year's univerand you remember when our health sity contribution may only be a stopinsurance used to be completely gap measure. Plus, MSU is still
free, you're not as impressed by faced with the possible of
the
that," Gordon said. "If you come General Assembly trying to force it
here from other places and you into the state's own health insurance
know what it is at other places, it is plan.
a tremendous benefit."
Gordon credited the efforts of
"We feel very strongly that we
MSU President Dr. King Alexander can do a better job of designing and
and the university's faculty and staff managing our own health insurance
insurance and benefits committee plan," she said. "I would think that

UNITED WAY
Fall 5K

Run/Fitness Walk
KIPS FUN RUN

Advance registration $15.00
Kids race $5.00
Race registration forms obtained at any
Boone Cleaners locations.
For more information contact:
Howard Boone 753-2552;
Peggy Billington/United Way
753-0317;
Keith Travis 752-0174

Murray State would continue to be
very vocal and continue to resist the
loss of autonomy that we have."
Open enrollment dates for health
insurance at MSU are currently
scheduled for Oct. 28-Nov. 1. The
second of two employee health
insurance training sessions is being
held today.
Even as employees get accustomed to this new plan, Gordon
warns that unless something is done
on the national level to stop the rising costs of health care insurance,
MSU employees will be in for more
changes next year.
"It truly is such a national issue,"
she said. "Sometimes it's easy to
think we can't do anything here, but
we have to manage what we have.
The reality of it is, we have to work
in this box with what we have."

"" DON SEC,SHERIFF I
of Calloway County
Choose your Sheriff as you would
your Doctor; the most qualified!
DON SENF
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Education/Training/Experience

*BA Degree-KY Wesleyan College
'Graduate Southern Police Institute,
Administrative Officer's Course
University of Louisville
'Graduate State Police Academy
`Graduate Special Agents Course FDLE
'Graduate FBI Bomb School
'Graduate ATF Advanced Explosive Investigations
'Graduate National Fire Academy Course
'Graduate of Numerous KY State Police Academy
Schools over 20 years
'Certified Executive I by the International
Association Chief of Police Assessment Center
Related Work Experience
'1978-1999 Conducted at least 107 Major Case
Investigations in Calloway County Covering
Arson/Fire Investigations, Terroristic Threatening,
Homicide, Hate Crime, Wanton Endangerment,
Burglary, Theft, Criminal Mischief, to include
recovery and destruction of old explosives and
explosive devices.
'Retired KY State Police with 20 Years 7 Months as
an Investigator and Bomb Technician
'Former State Trooper

'Graduate Calloway County High School
'Briefly Attended Murray State University

'Graduate of the Richmond, KY Police Academy
'Several in-service courses

Related Work Ex_perience
'Currently a Sergeant in the Sheriffs Office
'Deputy Sheriff since 1994
'Performed Duties prior to 1994 as a Part Time
Deputy

"Former Special Agent
'Former Police Chief
'30 years of Public Safety Experience and 4,502
hours of Law Enforcement Technical Training
'22 Years as a Calloway County Resident

Lot My Exporionco Work For YOU!
Paid for by Don Sanf Campaign Committee
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Israel
holds off
retaliation
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel
held off on immediate retaliation
Tuesday for a bus bombing that
killed 14 Israelis, along with two
attackers, and complicated a new
U.S. effort to end two years of
Israeli-Palestinian violence.
It marked the first time in months
that the Israeli military did not
respond quickly to a major
Palestinian attack. Prime Minister
Ariel Sharon is under growing pressure to prevent an escalation in
fighting as the United States courts
moderate Arab countries in preparation for a possible U.S. strike
against Iraq.
Israeli Interior Minister Eli
Yishai confirmed that U.S. interests
were being considered. "There are
those (in Israel) who say that we
need to react now and immediately
with all power and all force," Yishai
told Israel Army Radio on Tuesday.
"On the other hand, we could cause
difficulties for the Americans. If the
Americans attack Iraq, it's in our
interest as well as that of the
Americans."
Monday's bombing, the deadliest
Palestinian attack in three months,
was claimed by the militant Islamic
Jihad group. It came as U.S.
Assistant Secretary of State William
Burns was touring the region, planning talks with Israeli and
Palestinian officials about a U.S.
peace outline.
In the attack, a car stuffed with
220 pounds of explosives rammed a
bus that had stopped at a highway in
northern Israel during afternoon
rush hour. The explosion set the bus
on fire, with flames leaping high
into the air, and turned it into a
charred mass of twisted metal. More
explosions went off as ammunition
carried by soldiers on the bus blew
up, witnesses said.
Many passengers were trapped
by the flames. "The explosion was
so strong that I fell to the floor,"
Michael Itzhaki, a passenger who
was sitting behind the bus driver,
told Army Radio. "We succeeded in
getting one soldier off the bus ... We
couldn't get (back) on the bus
because it was on fire."
The victims were badly burned,
and by Tuesday morning, only four
of the 14 dead had been identified.
Sixty-five people were wounded
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Allies bomb command site
in northern Iraq no-fly zone

AP photo

TUESDAY BOMBING ... Palestinian boys examine the wreckage
of the house of Palestinian suicide bomber Ibrahim Naji, which
was demolished earlier by the Israeli army, after the occupants
were removed, in the West Bank city of Nablus, Tuesday, Oct.
22,2002. Naji blew himself up in Tel Aviv in July, killing five people. The destruction of his family home comes one day after
two Palestinian suicide bombers in a car attacked a bus in
northern Israel, killing 14 Israelis.
and 25 remained hospitalized
Tuesday, including six who were in
serious condition. One of those seriously hurt was a 2-year-old girl.
Islamic Jihad did not identify the
assailants. However, residents of the
West Bank town of Jenin said two
young men, Mohammed Hassanein
and Ashraf Al Asmar, had been
missing for several days.
The attack went off near the
town of Hadera, an area hit hard by
Palestinian attacks at Israel's narrowest point, less than 10 miles
from the line between Israel and the
West
Bank
but
near
the
Mediterranean coast.
On June 5, 17 people were killed
in a similar attack at a nearby intersection, and anonymous Israeli
security sources, quoted . on Israel
Radio and TV, said Eyad Sawalha,
30, an Islamic Jihad leader based in
Jenin, was behind both attacks.
Israeli security has been looking for
Sawalha for months. Israeli troops

last week withdrew from Jenin last
week.
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
denounced the bombing. "You
know that the Palestinian leadership
position is against such attacks that
target
civilians. Israelis or
Palestinians," he told reporters at
his compound in the West Bank
town of Ramallah.
Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon
Peres held Arafat's Palestinian
Authority ultimately responsible,
arguing that his security forces have
made no serious attempt to prevent
attacks. Peres was speaking during a
trip to Brussels, Belgium.
The Palestinians say Israel's devastating military strikes have rendered their security forces impotent
against the militants.
In the past, Israel has launched
military offensives in retaliation for
major Palestinian attacks. This time.
the response was expected to be
more limited.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Allied
planes bombed a military air
defense site in the northern no-fly
zone over Iraq on Tuesday after taking fire from Iraqi forces, defense
officials said.
The bombing brought to Si the
number of days this year that such
strikes were reported by the United
States and the United Kingdom
coalition, whose mission is to patrol
two zones set up to protect Iraqi
minorities following the 1991 Gulf
War.
Coalition planes targeted precision-guided weapons at "elements
of the Iraqi integrated air defense
system" after taking anti-aircraft
artillery fire from sites northeast of
Mosul, said a statement from the
U.S. European Command, which
does the patrol mission known as
Operation Northern Watch.
"Operation Northern Watch aircraft respond in self-defense to
these threats, while continuing to
enforce the no-fly zone," the state-

ment said.
It said damage assessment was
incomplete.
Iraq considers the patrols a violation of its sovereignty and frequently shoots at the planes. In response,
coalition pilots try to bomb Iraqi air
defenses.
The hostilities have been going
on for years but are being watched
more closely since the Bush administration has vowed to oust
President Saddam's Hussein's
regime. The Pentagon has also
changed its targeting in recent
months, not necessarily hitting back
at facilities from which the hostilities originate, but rather planning
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Come by
District Judge hears a
wide variety of cases
including misdemeanors,
DUIs, civil lawsuits,juvenile
delinquency cases, mental
health commitments,
disability hearings, probate

strikes that will do the most to disable Iraq air defenses.
The last strike was Oct. 15 in the
southern no-fly zone when coalition
planes targeted a command and control and communications facility
near Al Kut, about 100 miles southeast of the capital, Baghdad. The
southern operation is handled by the
U.S. Central Command.
According to figures released by
the commands, Tuesday was the 12
the day this year on which U.S.-U.S.
planes struck in the northern zone,
set up to protect the Kurdish population. There have been 39 such days
this year in the southern zone, set up
to protect Shiite Muslims.
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Saturday,
Oct. 26th

Cooks Great Tasting Food!
Economical Operation!

and see a live
demonstration
by Captain Cook
from Lexington.

cases, child protection cases,
The only grill
GUARANTEED
not to flare up!

and domestic violence cases.
As District Judge I have
presided over more than 50,000 cases covering all these
areas of law. I believe my experience qualifys me to
continue serving as your District Judge and I ask for
your vote on November 5.

Holland, The Hassle Free
Grilling Solution

16

'Cooking Grid and,Burner
Guaranteed For Life
'Models Available in L.P. or Natural Gas

On November 5 Re-elect District Judge

LESLIE
FURCHES
EXPERIENCED • FAIR • DEDICATED

Paid for by the committee to re-erect Furches. Thomas Walker Treasurer

'Heavy Steel or Stainless Construction

LAMB'S SMALL
ENGINE
101 Industrial Rd.• Murray
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 8 a.m.-1 p.

753-2925
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Learning
from regret
"That was probably the first mis- But then they remembered a close
take," Harold Flowers recalls.
friend who wore wigs. They paid
Nearly fifteen years later, regret
her a quick visit; she loaned Teresa
still clouds his voice.
one of her wigs, and the couple was
Harold is
on their way to church.
"When we were children,"
recounting the
events leading
Harold reminisces, "they used to
up to his wife's
tell us,'The Lord will raise up
death from
friends for you.' That was right."
breast cancer in
"You never know where your
1988. He reports friends are, and you can't possibly
that Teresa
expect people to give you support
found the lump
they can't possibly give."
herself, but
He recalls that their minister's
when she
mother had died of breast cancer
Main Street checked it out
around the time of Teresa's diagnoBy Constance with her physisis, and that the minister, in his own
Alexander
cian, the doctor
grief, was unable to reach out to
Ledger & Times saw no abnorTeresa. Instead, another minister, a
Columnist
mality.
friend of Harold's brother, came on
The second
the scene, and provided great spirimistake was not
tual succor through the illness and
following up more aggressively,
bereavement.
Harold tells me.
Hospice was also part of the
"A good patient is not patient,"
family's support system, and as a
he declares. He adds that a spouse
result of the inspiration and solace
needs to get involved, but admits
hospice provided, Harold is now on
that he did not become an integral
the hospice board in his New Jersey
part of Teresa's diagnosis and treatcommunity. An African American,
ment until some time later.
he is particularly interested in
"She was independent, selfrecruiting other African American
reliant," he says. "And she assumed volunteers to hospice, as well as to
she would live a long life because
promote the use of hospice by
longevity runs in her family. There
blacks and other minorities.
was no history of breast cancer."
"We went to the black churches
The Flowers' Family learned the
and solicited volunteers," he says.
hardest way of all that faulty
"Hospice is important. They proassumptions can make a life-andvide excellent care and give the
death difference. Consequently,
dying the respect they richly
Harold has advice that he shares
deserve."
with others who face the challenges
As he reflects on the sad events
associated with fighting breast can- of Teresa's illness and death, Harold
cer.
Flowers reaches out to others who
He suggests finding the best pos- are confronted with the same monusible medical experts to consult
mental loss. "You want to manage
with. He also recommends asking
things so you can say with a level
questions and taking notes when
of honesty that you've done your
talking to the doctors, and believes
very best," he concludes.
that bringing a second person along
to consultations can really improve
One Voice Against Cancer
communication.
(OVAC),an active and effective
"When a doctor says 'cancer,lobbying voice on Capitol Hill, has
Harold remarks, "a person can go
seen the National Cancer Institute
into shock. Teresa was very intellibudget grow by $1.25 billion in the
gent, competent and organized, but
last three years. to over $4.17 bilwhen you hear that word, somelion.
times it is hard to concentrate.
On Nov. 8-9, OVAC is providing
Having a second person involved
grassroots training in Cincinnati to
and taking notes means you have a
give advocates in Ohio,
record of what was said, and you
Pennsylvania, West Virginia and
know what you told the doctor."
Kentucky the tools and knowledge
Just as a partner is important
they need to influence their member
during doctor visits, having a comof Congress locally to support fedpanion is also essential for
eral funding for cancer programs.
chemotherapy treatments, accordFor more information and regising. Harold was with Teresa during
tration details, log on to www.bchemo, providing support and com- there.com, or contact Catherine
fort throughout its ups and downs,
Higdon at 202-661-5772.
including the loss of her hair.
He recalls that they were on the
Read "Main Street" on line at
way to church one Sunday morning
WWW murrayledgercorn. Contact
when Teresa's hair began to fall out the columnist at
by the handful. She was devastated. cacalexander@,hotma Icorn.

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
VVashington, D.0 20510
web www house.gov/whitfield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.jim_bunning@bunning.senate gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)

111

State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
Room 3291, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
web: www.seniackson corn
1-800-372-7181
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By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)— Lawmakers,averting
the potential ire of key voting or campaign contributor blocs, are putting off until after the pivotal Nov. 5 elections many of the most controversial issues affecting Americans' security and economic well-being.
Unfinished on Congress' agenda is everything
from a new Homeland Security Department to
weakening consumers' bankruptcy protections
and making sure people on Medicare can find a
doctor to treat them. Plus there's the matter that
five-sixths of the government — everything but
the military — is still operating on last year's
budget.
The House left town Wednesday night amid
mutual recriminations about a session that went
badly off course. The Senate is finishing
Thursday, and it's certain that many of the toppriority bills, including the measures needed to
run the government, will wait for a postelection
lame duck session.
"There is no need for the House to stay in
Washington to watch tumbleweeds sift through
the Senate chamber." said the House's 4th-ranked
Republican, J.C. Watts of Oklahoma. He and
other Republicans blamed Senate Majority
Leader Tom Daschle of South Dakota, a potential
presidential candidate in 2004, for holding up the
homeland security bill even though it's
Republicans who have blocked a final vote on it.
Lame duck sessions have not been unusual in
recent years, but they are often quick and for specific purposes. The House returned in 1998 to
vote on the impeachment of Presi‘lent Clinton. In
1994, Congress came back briefly to deal with a
trade treaty.
This time, however, the work left undone is
monumental.
Of 13 annual spending bills that Congress was
supposed to passed before Oct. 1, the start of the

fiscal year, only two have been completed, both
dealing with defense. To avoid a government
shutdown, Congress approved a temporary measure to keep agencies running at current-year levels until Nov. 22.
"A spectacular abdication of responsibility not
worthy of this body," is how Wisconsin Rep.
David Obey, the House Appropriations
Committee's top Democrat, described the situation.
But in doing so, members of both parties
avoided votes on spending decisions that, if too
tightfisted, would anger one set of voters or, if too
generous, irritate another.
The GOP-controlled House and Democraticled Senate have both passed several major bills
covering patients' rights, energy policy and a
measure making it harder to declare bankruptcy.
But in each case, the differences between the two
versions reflect the split majority status of the two
houses.
• Both parties are committed to, but far apart on,
cheaper prescription drugs for seniors and pension protections. Republicans have been frustrated in moving tax breaks for investment losses and
making it easier for religious groups to provide
public services. Democrats have been unable to
secure money for school construction or to raise
the minimum wage.
The most contentious issue is the Homeland
Security Department,sought by President Bush in
June, passed by the House in July but mired in the
Senate the past six weeks, mainly in a dispute
over labor rights of employees in the new agency.
Bush angered Democrats by suggesting that
pleasing their labor allies was more important to
them than the nation's security. Daschle, assailed
by Republicans for failing to get the bill through
the Senate, accused Republicans of delaying
progress, saying they "want to make homeland
security an issue in the election. They don't want
to get this done."

Republicans have cited the homeland security
deadlock in election ads in several close Senate
races. "Senate inaction" on this and other issues,
said House Speaker Dennis Hastert, R-Ill., "is a
grievous situation for the Congress and the
American people."
There have been accomplishments this year.
Bills enacted into law include measures overhauling campaign finance law, setting nationwide
election standards, giving the president "fast
track" authority to negotiate trade deals and giving the president authority to use military force
against Iraq.
Hopes that the two sides will be able to resolve
their differences in a lame duck session are complicated by the upheavals this election could
bring. Democrats need to pick up only seven seats
to regain control of the House they lost in 1994.
Republicans would become the Senate's majority
party with the pickup of a single seat.
"If we retain the majority in the Senate and
regain the majority in the House, I think it will
send a loud and clear message to everybody that
the people want a new economic policy," said
House Minority Leader Dick Gephardt, D-Mo.,
when asked about the lame duck session.
Another wild card is the Missouri Senate race.
Under Missouri law, if Republican challenger Jim
Talent won Nov. 5, he would be sworn in immediately — rather than in early January like most
new senators — because incumbent Democratic
Sen. Jean Carnahan was appointed to her seat. A
Talent win would give the Republicans the majority during the lame duck session.
Lame duck sessions, said Senate historian
Donald Ritchie, "are not very popular with the
members and tend not to be very productive." He
said the late House Speaker Tip O'Neill, after a
particularly arduous lame duck session in 1982,
vowed that as long as he was speaker there would
never be another lame duck. "He kept his promise," Ritchie said.
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Dear Editor,
Democrats supposedly employ?
I was thinking about Kentucky's
She then lists Mr. McConnell's
U.S. Senate race the other day
"accomplishments" which when
when this comparison dawned on
measured against his many failures •
me: Lois Weinberg is this year's
seems to offer little consolation.
Peppy Martin.
Besides shamelessly blocking any
Do you remember Peppy? She
attempt to give our Democracy
barely won the Republican nomina- back to our people, Mr. McConnell
tion for Governor in 1999 even
uses his "clout" to sue campaign
though she was the only one serifinance reform and protect the
ously campaigning. In fact, she got
Enrons and Worldcoms from hav52 percent of the vote whereas Lois ing to earn the support of legislaWeinberg got just over 50 percent
tors instead of simply buying it.
of her party's vote in May!
Ms. Cooper also has the audaciAnd you know what else? Peppy ty to claim accomplishments for
Martin spent $0 on her primary
McConnell in the field of educacampaign and Lois spent over a
tion. It is Ms. Weinberg who has
half million dollars! That's pretty
been an education activist for three
pathetic for a Democrat in
decades now, not only helping
Kentucky, especially one running
found a school to help educate
against such the perennial loser
thousands of Kentucky students
Tom Barlow.
with special needs, but working on
As a Kentuckian who wants to
the Pritchard Committee for
be represented by someone of
Academic Excellence and the
whom we can be proud, I urge you
University of Kentucky Board of
to vote for Mitch McConnell this
Trustees.
November. He's the only person in
Mr. McConnell, on the other
this race qualified to be a United
hand, has an absolutely abysmal
States Senator.
record on education. For starters, he
Sincerely, voted for the largest education cut
Brett E. Keohan in U.S. history or one-third of its
Murray, Ky. federal funding over seven years.
He has voted against increased
Dear Editor,
funding for school construction,
In her October 11 letter to the
after school programs, technology
editor, Melva Cooper claims that
centers, smaller classrooms, better"there is a clear choice in this
trained teachers and Pell Grants.
year's Senate race for U.S. Senator
But Mr. McConnell's policy failfrom Kentucky." She is absolutely
ures extend beyond the realm of
right about that. But she is mistaken education. He supports privatizing
in the conclusion she draws, as the
Social Security. He would give
clear choice is Lois Combs
HMOs the power to decide which
seniors get the prescriptions they
Weinberg.
Ms. Cooper begins her letter by
need and which don't. He has
leveling an attack against Ms.
opposed a real Patient's Bill of
Weinberg because of her "wealth."
Rights. And he opposes protecting
Is it not Republicans who constantthe U.S. flag from desecration.
ly decry the "class warfare" that the
Ms. Weinberg will be an inde-

pendent leader who will work with
the President when it is good for
Kentucky. But she will be no rubber stamp. Let me sum up by quoting the Ashland Daily Independent,
which endorsed Lois (recently).
Kentucky "will be sacrificing a
great deal of political clout in
Washington by sending McConnell
packing, but they will be gaining a
senator who is more attuned to the
issues affecting ordinary
Kentuckians and who has spent
years helping the people of this
state."
Sincerely,
Mary Jane Littleton
Murray, Ky.
To the editor,
"A Community Salute to the
Kentucky National Guard 438th
Military Police Company held on
October 13 was a huge success, and
we have you, the community, to
thank for it. These soldiers have
given so much to our community,
and it is encouraging to see the support the community has given them
and their families in this difficult
time.
We, the Murray Tourism
Commission and Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce,
would like to wholeheartedly
express our thanks to the men and
women of the 438th MP Company
for giving up their home lives to
protect our homeland and to the
members of the community for supporting their mission.
Much time and effort was put in
to the coordination of this event,
and we appreciate the community
support behind this endeavor. Our
salute to the 438 would not have
been possible without the help of
several area businesses and the

members of this community.
We would like to recognize the
following businesses and individuals for their time and contributions:
Shelley Todd and the Regional
Special Events Center staff, Al
Andrews at Printing Services and
Supplies, Zax Imprinted
Sportswear, 12th Street Floral, Dr.
Randy Black, Murray Woman's
Club Chorus, John Fannin and the
MSU Racer Band, Senator Bob
Jackson, First Baptist Church,
Charter Communications, Boy
Scout Troop 45, Murray Family
Resource Youth Service Center,
Little Lakers Family Resource
Center, Calloway County Family
Resource Center, Calloway Middle
School Youth Service Center, The
Harbour Youth Service Center,
Judge Executive Larry Elkins,
Hazel Mayor Dan Farris, MSU
Vice-President of Student Affairs
Dr. Don Robertson, and
Representative Ed Whitfield.
A very special "thank you" goes
out to the members of the community for your continued love and
support for our soldiers. The great
number of community members
that came out to -A Community
Salute" on Sunday was spectacular.
The soldiers and their families were
very appreciative of your encouragement.
Thank you again for attending
the tribute to our heroes. We hope
that you all will continue to support
these men and women as they dedicate their lives to the well-being of
our community and country.
Anne Adams, member
Murray Tourism Commission
John Williams, director
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce
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Known, suspected West Nile
cases in Kentucky up to 59

Deaths
Mrs. Mary Ada Butler

Billie R King

The funeral for Billie P. King will be today (Tuesday at I p.m. in the
Mrs. Mary Ada Butler, 88, Almo, died Monday, Oct. 21, 2002, at 1:20
chapel of Milner & Orr Funeral Home. Arlington The ReN, Ray Provow
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Troy Marion Butler, three brothers, Joe Can-oil Jr., will officiate. Burial will follow in the Arlington Cemetery
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
James Ruben Carroll and J.M. Carroll, and two grandchildren all preMr. King, 84, Bardwell, died Saturday, Oct. 19, 2002, at 5:55 p.m. at
ceded her in death. Born Nov. 30, 1913, in Calloway County, she was the
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
daughter of the late Pate Carroll and Onie Mae Darnell Carroll.
An Air Force veteran of World War II, he was a welder for Martin
Mrs. Butler was a member of Owens Chapel Baptist Church and of
Marietta
for 19 years and a welding instructor at Paducah Tilghman High
Woodmen of the World.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Robbie Lee Butler, Almo; two School for 14 years. A member of Arlington First Baptist Church, he was a
and deacon for over 40 years and a deacon for over
sons, J.W. Butler and wife, Eula Mae, Dexter, and Raymond Otis Butler, Sunday School teacher
40
years.
Sparta, Tenn.; 10 grandchildren; 19 great-grandchildren; seven greatHe was the son of the late Willie R. King and Irene Forrester King.
great-grandchildren.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Wilma Maxey King; two daughters,
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller
Mrs. Sharon Melton and husband, Roger, Fancy Farm, and Mrs. Sheila
Funeral Home of Murray. Burial will follow in Mt. Carmel Cemetery.
Melton, Murray: one son, David King and wife, Cindie, Murray; one sister,
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. Wednesday.
Mrs. Barbara Wilkinson and husband, Billie, New Concord; three brothers,
J.T. King, Virgil D. King and Lowell E. King, all of Bardwell; five grandErnie G. Sheridan
children; two great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
Ernie G. Sheridan, 68, St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, Coldwater community, died today, Tuesday, Oct. 22, 2002, at 2:15 a.m. at Murray - Mrs. Martha Nell Sorrells
Calloway County Hospital.
The funeral for Mrs. Martha Nell Sorrells is today (Tuesday) at 11 a.m.
He was a self-employed truck driver as well as the past owner and in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton. Gene
operator of 121 Food Mart in Coldwater. He was a member of Coldwater Gilliland is officiating. Burial will follow in the Benton Cemetery.
United Methodist Church.
Mrs. Sorrells, 84, Benton, died Saturday, oct. 19, 2002, at Oakview
Born Jan. 12, 1934, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Nursing & Rehabilitation Center.
Roy Sheridan and Elizabeth Cooper Sheridan. One stepson, Jerry
She was a retired Avon dealer and a member of Benton Church of Christ.
Wofford, preceded him in death.
Her husband, Floyd E. Sorrells, preceded her in death. She was the
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Sheridan; one daughter, Mrs. daughter of the late Grogan Noles and Lela Fields Noles.
Gail Knight and husband, Keith, and one son, Terry Sheridan, all of
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Linda Clark, Paducah; two sons,
Murray; four stepdaughters, Mrs. Brenda Bolois and husband, Danny, James Sorrells, Benton, and David Sorrells, St. Louis, Mo.; seven grandHorn Lake, Miss., Mrs. Rita Harcourt and husband, Ed, Ms. Reva Miller children; five great-grandchildren.
and special friend, Monty Stom, and Mrs. Linda Beach and husband,
Lee, one sister, Mrs. Diana Tipton and husband, Charles, and one broth- Donald R. Tucker
Memorial services for Donald R. Tucker will be Saturday at 3 p.m. in the
er, Jerry Sheridan and wife, Lottie, all of Murray.
Also surviving are seven grandchildren, Jennifer Burkeen Linn, St. chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 1 to 3 p.m. Saturday.
Augustine, Fla., James B. Burkeen, Cory Rutland and Kim Scott, all of
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Glendale Road Church of
Murray, Jessica Parker, Puryear, Tenn., and Stephanie Barnett and
Melissa Owen, both of Horn Lake, Miss.; six great-grandchildren, Christ, 1101 Glendale Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Tucker, 70, Murray, died Thursday, Oct. 17, 2002, at 1:55 a.m. at
Michael, Tyler and Cody Houston, all of Murray, Dylan Barnett and
View Nursing Home, Murray.
West
Tommy Jones, both of Horn Lake, Miss., and Hannah Parker, Puryear,
retired
Kentucky Real Estate Broker since 1958, he worked with the
A
Tenn.
Federal
Deposit
Insurance Agency during the Savings & Loan and Bank
arrangements.
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of
Crises.
He was guest lecturer at Murray State University, Murray City School
Mrs. Roselyn McClure Bucy
System
and various real estates boards throughout Kentucky and parts of
Mrs. Roselyn McClure Bucy, 51, Murray, died today, Tuesday, Oct.
Tennessee.
22,2002, at 3:13 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Named Realtor of the Year in 1977 by the Kentucky Association of
One son, James Jeffrey Adams, preceded her in death. Born Nov. 25,
Realtors, he also received numerous other honors in the real field and other
1950, in Michigan, she was a member of St. Leo Catholic Church.
special awards. He was president of Murray-Calloway County Board of
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Debbie Wallace, one son, Mac Realtors Inc., in 1962 and 1970, and of Kentucky Association of Realtors,
A. Bucy, two grandchildren, Haley Rose Wallace and Ashley Breeann National Association of Review Appraisers, National Association of
Wallace, her father and stepmother, Ozzie and Faye McClure, and her Independent Fee Appraisers, National Institute of Real Estate Brokers and
mother, Ms. Tresa Stamper McClure, all of Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Society of Real Estate Appraisers.
Sandra Barnett, Paducah, and Mrs. Cindy Ferguson and husband, Steve,
Mr. Tucker received his bachelor of science degree from Murray State
Murray; four brothers, David McClure and wife, Karen, West Paducah, University in August 1955, and was a veteran of the United States Army.
and Anthony McClure, Nick McClure and wife, Debbie, and Gary He was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ, a life member of
McClure and wife, Sandra, all of Murray; several nieces, nephews, aunts Murray State University Alumni Association, member and past president of
and uncles.
Murray Rotary Club and Murray State University Agriculture Alumni Club,
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. and served in other organizations.
Born Sept. 25, 1931, in Detroit, Mich., he was the son of the late Hiram
Mrs. Sue Powell
Tucker and Norene Short Tucker.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Charlene R. Stein and husband,
Mrs. Sue Powell, 77, Brewers Highway, Hardin,
died Monday, Oct. 21, 2002, at 6:30 p.m. at Marshall Tim, Zimmerman, Minn.; three grandchildren, Joseph D. Febbo, Justin R.
Febbo and Lisa M. Nord; two sisters, Mrs. Jeanne West and husband,
County Hospital, Benton.
A homemaker, she was a member of Hardin Joseph, Murray, and Loretta Shearer M.D., and husband, W. David Shearer,
Louisville; four nieces and nephews.
Church of Christ.
Her husband, Challis Powell, preceded her in
Levi Ford and Mrs. Thelma Hargrove
•death. She was the daughter of the late
The funeral for Mrs. Thelma Hargrove is today (Tuesday) at 11 a.m. in
Ivy Park Ford.
the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Kerry Lambert is offiMrs.
Shelby
three
sisters,
Survivors include
Hosford, New Concord, Mrs. Jessie Miller, ciating.
Grandsons are serving as pallbearers. Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Golconda, Ill., and Mrs. Emma Elizabeth Powell,
Cemetery.
Hardin; two brothers, H.L. Ford, Lynn Grove, and
Powell
Mrs. Hargrove, 78, Murray, died Sunday, Oct. 20, 2002, at 1:35 a.m. at
Jerry Ford, Murray; several nieces and nephews.
County Hospital.
Murray-Calloway
Graveside services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Murray Memorial
Hargrove, died in August 1996. Also preceding her
husband,
Walter
Her
Gardens. Ralph Steury will officiate.
daughter, Shirley Smith, and three sons, Eddie, Mark and
death
were
her
in
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, after 5 p.m. today
Donnie Hargrove. Born Sept. 30, 1924, in Trigg County, she was the daugh(Tuesday).
ter of the late Frank Colson and Alice Garner Colson.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Marshall County Senior
%MTS. Hargrove was of Baptist faith.
Citizens, 1713 Golf Course Rd., Benton, KY 42025.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Tammy Myers, Murray; three sons.
Jimmy Hargrove, Phillip Hargrove and wife, Brenda, and Craig Hargrove
Mrs. Mary Simmons Edmonson Poyner
and wife, Gina, and two sisters, Mrs. Melvie Garland and Mrs. Dean
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Simmons Edmonson Poyner will be today Downey and husband, Bud, all of Murray; 18 grandchildren; 24 great(Tuesday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home,Cadiz. The grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild; three half sisters; two half brothRev. Archie Brock will officiate.
ers.
Grandsons will serve as pallbearers. Burial will follow in the East
End Cemetery, Cadiz.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Poyner, 80, Wallace Avenue, Cadiz, died Saturday, Oct. 19.
New affordable health benefits from
2002, at 11:50 a.m. at her home.
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield for Individuals
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Albert Holton
New options to choose from to help control costs
Edmonson, her second husband, Harold Poyner, three sons, Kenneth
Ideally suited for:
Edmonson, Claude Wilson Edmonson and Albert Linn Edmonson, four
Self-Employed
Between Jobs
Small BusIness Owner
grandchildren, one great-grandchild, one sister and three brothers.
Ending COBRA
Dependent coverage
LeavIng group plan
Born May 26, 1922, in Muhlenberg County, she was the daughter of
callFor a review of this coverage
the late John Henry Simmons and Ida Mae Taylor Simmons.
Benefit Planners Insurance
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Betty Smith, Eddyville, Mrs.
407 Maple Street, Murray, KY
Gracie Choate, Cadiz, Mrs. Becky Tyler, Dundee, and Mrs. Alice Eaves,
Southside of the Court Square
Alabama; five sons, Phillip, Douglas, David and Paul Edmonson, all of
753-7278
Cadiz, and Bobby Edmonson, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Jenny Elkins,
Evansville, Ind.; four brothers, Hubert Simmons, Sebree, Jesse
Simmons, Muhlenberg County, and John and Jake Simmons, both of
INDIVIDUAL
Evansville; two daughters-in-law. Mrs. Evelena Edmonson and Mrs.
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue Shield is the trade name of Anthem Health Plans of Kentucky, Inc
Louise Edmonson; 29 grandchildren; 39 great-grandchildren.
An independent licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association

Affordable Health Coverage

Anthem giliV

(DRegtstered marks Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — meningitis or encephalitis, which
Nine more people with "probable can be deadly. Three cases were of
cases" of West Nile virus were West Nile fever, a milder fonn tif
reported Monday by the Cabinet for the disease, the agency said.
The cabinet identified the vicHealth Services.
Each was from a different coun- tims by county, age and gender but
ty, and all have been released from not by name. The list: Anderson
County man, 67: Barren County
hospitals. a cabinet statement said.
The new victims, ranging in age man. 71: Boyle County woman. 40;
from 40 to 83, brought to 59 the Bullitt County woman, 68; Fayette
number of Kentuckians known or County man, 72; Lincoln County
believed to have contracted a dis- man. 53; McCracken County
ease from the mosquito-borne virus. woman, 83; Simpson County
woman,64,and Wolfe County man,
Five people have died.
Six of the new cases were of 77.

Claim of first century
Jesus inscription likely to
spark long-run debate
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Archaeologists are expecting a longrunning debate over the reported discovery of a first-century inscription
naming Jesus of Nazareth.
Writing in the new issue of
Biblical Archaeology Review, Andre
Lemaire of France's Practical School
of Higher Studies says it's -very
probable" that an inscription on a
burial box for bones refers to Jesus of
Nazareth and was written around
A.D. 63.
The inscription reads,"James, son
of Joseph, brother of Jesus." That
would fit the New Testament account
that Jesus had a brother named
James, and the tradition that James
was the son of Joseph. the husband of
Jesus' mother Mary.
The sensational claim, if true,
could become one of the great
archaeological discoveries in modern
times.
But there's this major question:
Did this box name Jesus of Nazareth
or some other Jesus? After all, that
name was common in the first century, as were James and Joseph.
Lemaire pins his circumstantial
case on the unusual naming of both
the father and brother on a burial box,
known as an ossuary. There's only
one other known exarnple with three
names,so he figures something about
the brother must have stood out.
Jesus would certainly qualify.
However, archaeologist Kyle
McCarter of Johns Hopkins
University noted at a news conference Monday that the brother might
have been named because he conducted the burial or owned the tomb.
Under Christian teaching that

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE CURRENT PERFORMANCE OF
THE SHERIFF'S OFFICE?
IS THE OFFICE PREPARED FOR POST 9-11 EMERGENCIES?
WHO IS THE CANDIDATE WITH OVER 30 YEARS OF PUBLIC
SAFETY EXPERIENCE AND 4,502 HOURS OF TECHNICAL LAW
ENFORCEMENT TRAINING?
•CHOOSE YOUR SHERIFF AS YOU WOULD YOUR DOCTOR; THE
MOST QUALIFIED FOR THE JOB!
*PARTY POLITICS IS IRRELAVENT WHEN IT CONCERNS YOUR
SAFETY,SECURITY AND THE LAW
VOTE DON SENF FOR SHERIFF, THE CANDIDATE WITH THE
MOST EaULATION TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE.
Paid For By Don Sent Campaign Committee

ACT NOW!
Enrollment Period ends
January 27, 2003
Kentucky's
Affordable
Prepaid
Tuition

„teed!
ta"
r,‘,e2k
MCTCS

RAPT guarantees
tuition at any of
Kentucky's public
colleges!

Stock Market Report
Do% Jones Ind 4‘g.
Air Products
Anthem
AOL Time Warner
AT&T
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp
Daimler Chrysler
Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil
Ford Motor
General Electric
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline APR
Goodrich
Goodyear

8427.48 - 110.76
44.88 - 1.3
71.87 - 0.30
12.88 - 0.17
12.49 - 0.04
25.50 + 0.80
38.80 - 0.66
23.20- 0.25
41.60- 1.31
72.75. 1.68
38.16 - 0.36
38.66 - 0.34
35.08 - 0.92
9.43 - 0.12
26.63 - 0.52
36.26 - 0.74
..41.74 - 0.08
17.71 - 0.53
8.63 - 0.05

Contact State Treasurer Jonathan Miller
1-888-919-KAPT • www.getKAPT.com
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74.24 - 1.31
19.48. 1.48
15.14 -0.31
15.13 - 0.09
18.57 - 0.53
19.90 + 1.60
50.63 - 0.52
51.10 - 1.41
17.64 - 0.37
44.50 - 0.40
11.75 -0.40
18.79 - 0.51
25.16 + 0.42
28.12 - 0.26
20.60- 0.06
10.26 - 0.10
56.21 - 0.19

HopFed Bank*
IBM
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
NIcDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc.
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock.
uric- price Unchanged
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LYONS

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

SINCE 1854

Our Best Investment Is You.
J J 8 Hilliard. W L. Lyons. Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

BETTER BUILT GARAGES,INC.
15 Years In Business
Perry Warren. Manager

(270)674-5530• Melber, KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
A. 4- concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12' footing

C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. Constr. gr.
studs
G 7/16- O.S.B.
undersidong
H Masonote. wood or vinyl siding

„toy Erected Including Concrete Floors
,
,
V're Fab Carpenter Built Al'0 iallty Materia

I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted ratters 2 ft. O.C.
J. 1/2' plywood/O.S.B.
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
O. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
0 4x4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models w hardboard siding

Plus, RAPT can
be used at private
and out-of-state
schools!

would rule out Jesus of Nazareth
who rose from the grave and ascend
ed into heaven decades before Jam
was stoned to death as a Jewish
heretic in A.D.62.
Two poles of reaction quickly
emerged Monday.
Rev. Ben Witherington III of
Asbury Theological Seminary in
Kentucky, another news conference
speaker, sided fully with Lemaire's
claim. He's a conservative evangelical who takes the New Testament as
reliable history.
But Robert Eisenman of
California State University, Long
Beach, attacked Lemaire's claim.
calling it "too perfect." He figures
some "extremely clever" forger must
have produced the box. That fits
Eisenman's skeptical belief that the
New Testament is highly fictional.
He even thinks "Jesus' existence is a
very shaky thing" — something few
other scholars would agree with.
Whether Jesus of Nazareth is the
person named, Lemaire and the
archaeology magazine offered a
detailed case against forgery.
The magazine said two Israeli
government scientists did a microscopic examination of the artifact's
inscription and surface patina. They
concluded the box is ancient and
there's no evidence of modern tampering.
Lemaire said the handwriting is
clearly in the style of the first century'
A.D. and another specialist, the Re..
Joseph Fitzmyer of Catholic
University of America, agrees.
Moreover. Lemaire notes that ossuaries were only in use from 20 B.C. to
A D. 70, fixing the time frame.

Investments Since 1854.

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
Dwain Warren. Owner

""DON SENF
SHERIFF
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Deluxe Models ionyi siding

$4525
$4025 112 CAR (12x20)
1 1'2 CAR (12x20)
$5225
$4825 2 CAR (18x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
$5325
$5125 LARGE CAR (222(221
LARGE CAR (22x22)
$5575
$5325 21/2 CAR (24,124)
2 1(2 CAR (24x24)
$6425
$5925 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR 424x301
LARGE 2 112 CAR (24x30)
-5
$7275 LARGE 3CAR (30x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (3000)
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT- CALL US- WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD
INTRODUCING....BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Custom Butit - Bu Or Rent To Ov,n+
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MM.
Flu shots will be given
Wednesday and Thursday

Anniversary

Calloway County Health Department will be giving flu shots on Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 23
and 24.
This will be from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day at the
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center in
the Parish Hall of St. Leo Catholic Church, Payne
Street,just off North 12th Street, Murray.
Senior citizens with their Medicare cards will
receive the shots at no cost; but for other adults it
will be $10 each and for children $6 each.
Staff members of the Purchase Area Home Health
Jo's
Agency were busy Saturday, Oct. 19, at the third
Datebook annual AARP Health & Independent Living Festival
By Jo Burkeen at Murray State University Regional Special Events
Community
Center.
Editor
Officials said 202 persons received the flu shots
from the agency at the festival, along with participating in the other activities and entertainment at the event.

Brown recital tonight
A duo piano recital by Stephen and Eleanor Brown will be tonight at 8
p.m. in the Farrell recital hall of Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University. There is no admission charge.

MMS Committee will meet
Curriculum and Instruction Committee of Murray Middle School SiteBased Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday, Oct. 23, at 3:30 p.m.
in room 304 of the Austin building.

Starlite Stroll on Thursday

Mr. & Mrs. Mickey Elkins in 1977
Mickey and Glenda (Pee Wee)Elkins of Almo
are today, Oct. 22, celebrating their 25th wedding
anniversary.
They were married Oct. 22, 1977, in a ceremony solemnized at Spring Creek Baptist
Church, located on Spring Road off Airport Road,
Murray.

Mr. & Mrs. Mickey Elkins in 2002

Attendants for Mrs. Elkins were Sheilia
Thompson, Lesia Travis, Stacy Lofton Jones and
Kathy Childress Landus.
Attendants for Mr. Elkins were Jeff
Thompson, Terry Barnett, Terrie Lewis, Dale
Elkins and Brent Elkins.
Mrs. Elkins, the former Glenda McLeod, is the

daughter of Cecil and JoAnn McLeod of Murray.
Mr. Elkins is the son of Bob Elkins and the late
Kathleen Elkins of Hardin.
The couple is celebrating their anniversary
with a trip with family and friends to Indiana and
the Great Smoky Mountains National Park in
Tennessee and North Carolina.

Classes planned and supplies are needed by Need Line
Murray-Calloway County Need Line held a
money management class for all interested persons today (Tuesday) at 10 a.m. in the fellowship
hall of Grace Baptist Church, 617 South 9th St.,
Murray.
Tim Badger, intern for Need Line, directed the
class today. This class will be conducted each
month at a time and date to be announced,
according to Tonia Casey, executive director of
Need Line.
Board members of Need Line will direct some

Angels Shop
lists change in
opening days
Angels Attic Thrift Shop at 1628
Main St., Murray. has announced a
change in operating hours. All proceeds from sales benefit the Angels
Community Clinic at 1005 Poplar
St., Murray.
During the winter months, the
shop will be open on Tuesdays from
noon to 5 p.m. to receive donations;
and the shop will be open for sales
on Thursdays from noon to 5 p.m.
and on Saturdays from 9 a.m. to
noon.
The shop was initiated by St.
John's Episcopal church as a community-wide out reach which
involves volunteers from many
local churches. For information call
761-0111.

Ens
-1_1

of the classes. Need Line officers are Karen
Guthrie, president; Shirley Winters, vice president; Gail Cook, secretary; and Carolyn Carroll.
treasurer.
Casey said "as we begin the fall and winter
season supplies are needed to help fill the boxes
for the Need Line clients. Our pantry food supplies are very low at this time."
Special food needs include chili beans, mixed
vegetables, spaghetti sauce, canned salmon,

Christmas Bazaar
will be held here
Saturday
The annual Christmas Bazaar of
the Creative Arts Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will be held
Saturday. Oct. 26, in the lower level
of the Murray Woman's Club house.
Hours of the show will be from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m.
An added attraction this year will
be a Cafe and Attic Treasures.
-There will be something special for
everyone including homemade
goodies and several vendors," said
Janet Wallis, department chairman.
All proceeds will go toward the
arts through the Annette Schmidt Art
Scholarship Fund and the summer art
workshop scholarships for students
from Calloway County High School
and Murray High School.

Corn-Aain
DOwN Irgs.\ • NICHRAlr

Compassionate Friends to meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Oct. 24, at 7:30 p.m. in the
private dining room #1 of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is for
parents who have lost a child or young adult. For information call Chaplain
Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett, 498-8324.

Java and Journey Thursday
The Women's Ministry of First Baptist Church will sponsor a "Java and
Journey" on Thursday, Oct. 24, from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of the
church. Speakers will be Sara Hussung and Marci Snodgrass. Music will be
by Snodgrass and Amy Brown. Refreshments of appetizers, desserts, coffee
and cold drinks will be served. All interested persons are invited.

CCHS plans special event
Calloway County High School Choir will have a benefit chili supper and
concert on Friday. Oct. 25, in the cafeteria of the school. Supper will be
served from 5 to 6:30 p.m. at a cost of $5 per person for all you can eat and
children under five years of age will be free. A concert by the choir will be
presented. All proceeds will benefit the Choir Festival trip this year to
Gatlinburg, Tenn. Tickets may be purchased from choir members or at the
door the night of the event.

Bazaar planned Nov. 2
The annual Christmas bazaar of Christian Women's Fellowship of First
Christian Church will be Saturday, Nov. 2, with Krista Crass as chairman.
The sweet shop, baked goods shop, and the craft shop will open at 8 a.m.
The "Soup and Corn Bread Luncheon" will be served beginning at 11 a.m.
An antique quilt and a new quilt will be given away in a special promotion.

Vendors wanted for bazaar
Arts and crafts vendors are wanted for the annual Sugar Plum Holiday
Bazaar and Bake Sale by the Ladies Guild of St. Leo Catholic Church to be
Saturday, Nov. 9, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Parish Center. For more information contact Marianne, 753-3876, days, or Christine, 753-0391,
evenings.
Photo provided

BAZAAR...Pictured are members of the Creative Arts
Department of Murray Woman's Club working on items for the
Christmas Bazaar to be Saturday. Oct. 26,from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at the club house.

www.murrayledger.com
your internet source for all the news

YOUR OWN PLACE TO SHOP!

Corn-Austin's newly remodeled
Young Men's Department is just your style.
The hot brand names and the best looks
are waiting for you.

rui3

canned tuna, soup, saltine crackers, green beans,
instant potatoes and hot cereal.
Personal hygiene and cleaning supplies needed are dish liquid. shampoo, bath tissue and
bleach.
Supplies may be taken to the Need Line office
at 804 Story Ave.. Murray, just north of Grace
Baptist Church. between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.. Monday through Friday. For information
call 753-NEED.
Need Line is a United Way Agency.

The first ever Starlite Stroll for Healthier Babies will be Thursday. Oct.
24, at the Murray City Park. Registration will start at 5:15 p.m. and the
walk, approximately 1.5 miles, will begin at 6 p.m. After the walk, a Post
Walk picnic and awards party will be held. The event will be sponsored by
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Anyone interested in making a donation
to March of Dimes or participating in the event call Kimberly Davis,
Purchase Pennyrile Division Director, at 1-270-443-8603 or 1-800-3658603.

Home Insurance Rates Increased?
Call Tim, He Can Help!

Prime Timers plan event
Prime Timers of First United Methodist Church will take a tour of Fort
Donelson National Park, Dover, Tenn., with the Rev. Larry Daniel as guide
on Friday, Oct. 25. The group will leave at 8 a.m. from the church. Lunch
will be at 11:30 a.m. at Tom's Grille. Persons may sign up for the tour or
luncheon by calling the church office, 753-3812.

Scout event on Saturday
Boy Scout Troop 77 will be accepting donations for. a yard sale planned
for Saturday. Oct. 26. Any persons having items to donate call Belinda
DeMond at 753-9445.

NARFE meeting Wednesday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter 0853 of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Wednesday, Oct. 23, at noon at Ryan's of
Murray. Plans will be made for the December meeting. Richard Huddleston,
president, urges all members to attend.

Tim Thurmond

(
-1.5111

For a
phone quote

Need Help Stuffing Your
Stockings This Year?

41,

GIFTS ENJOYED LONG AFTER TODAY

"If you haven't sent someone a
Candy Bouquet, you really
haven't told them how special
they really are."

75215268

Get $500.00 With A Payment
As Low As $36.50 Per Mo.
36.00% APR

Re-6We

Holiday Cash Needs • Establish Credit
• Medical Expenses • New Clothing
• Home/Auto Repairs Consolidate Bills

JOSEPH "JAY"
MORGAN

WE CAN HELP!!

November 5th for

cLIIEIGHTS FINANCE • 9 Weeks,••
Lett Till
') CORPORATION
Christmas
•

Pamela Dial, Manager
Janeen Feagin • Mandy Reeves • Kathleen Markle
1304 A Chestnut St.• Murray, KY 42071
Located in Dixieland Center • 12701759-0310
www.heightsfinance.com -Helping Families Reach New Heights

A

FORMER BANKRUPTS WELCOME *Subject to our normal credit polUr

•MSU Professor/Leadership
Program Director
•City Council 2001-2002
*Chamber of Commerce
Board of Directors
*United Way Board
of Directors

Free Delivery In Town
966 Chestnut St.(Next to Pagliars)• 753-2159

gp

KIDS KREW

Constructive
Learning Genter, Inc.

Murray City
Council

010 White-len
Licensed for ages 6 weeks thru Pre-K

#15 On The Ballot

270-759-3333

Paid for by Jay Morgan
•

Hours: 5:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
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Developer promoting plans
for casino-area project
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — A
developer is promoting plans for a
$200 million casino-arena-indoor
waterpark complex he wants to
build next to his hotel in downtown
Owensboro.
"We can make Owensboro the
hottest spot in Kentucky," John
Bays said. "But I can't wait forever.
This is going to happen someplace.
By March, if Owensboro doesn't do
something, I'll move on and do it
somewhere else."
Bays said he hopes to pitch his
plan to the Kentucky Tourism
Council when it meets at his
Executive Inn Rivermont this
week.
The linchpin of the project is a
$50 million casino. Casinos are
illegal in Kentucky, but Bays said
he is working on a plan to present
to the Kentucky General Assembly
during its 2003 session.
A plan to allow slot machines
only at Kentucky's horse tracks
died during the 2002 legislative
session. Bays' plan would allow
casinos to be built away from race
tracks but would earmark part of

the profits for the horse industry.
If the legislature decided to put a
constitutional amendment to allow
casinos on the ballot, voters could
decide the issue in the November
2003 general
election, the
Legislative Research Commission
says. But depending on how the
ballot question is worded, the legislature might have to pass new legislation in 2004 before casinos could
actually open.
"I could have construction under
way in three months," Bays said.
Bays said he plans to schedule a
public meeting before the Nov. 5
election to show off architectural
drawings of the proposed complex.
"We need to elect people who
are in favor of this project," he said.
City Manager Ron Payne said
the drawings are "impressive-looking stuff."
When Bays first proposed a
casino two years ago, he was talking about a $100 million complex.
But the concept has since grown to
the $200 million range, he said.
His plans show a $90 million
arena on the west side of the

Experts say
monument
would not
offend Jefferson
MONTGOMERY, Ala.(AP) —
Thomas Jefferson would not be
offended by the 5,300-pound monument to the Ten Commandments
in the rotunda of the Alabama
Judicial Building, despite claims it
illegally promotes the JudeoChristian faith, an expert on religion testified Monday.
Michael Novak, a scholar with
the American Enterprise Institute.
said Jefferson, Madison and other
founders of the United States often
acknowledged God in their writings and their actions.
"During Jefferson's administration there were religious services at
the Capitol and the Supreme Court.
He paid for the Marine Band to
perform," Novak said. "That was
support of religion more than anything in this case."
Novak's testimony came as the
trial of a lawsuit challenging the
Ten Commandments monument
moved into its second week. The
black granite was moved into the
court building on the night of July
31, 2001 by Chief Justice Roy
Moore, who says it is the "moral
foundation" of American law.
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Executive Inn property, stretching
from the Ohio River bank to West
Second Street. Bays plans to use
the arena for such things as concerts, boxing matches, hockey
games and motocross. Architects
say it would seat 16,000 to 18,000.
A $50 million casino would connect to the east side of the arena in
front of the hotel. The entrance
from Second Street would be lined
with columns and feature water
sprays arching above the driveway.
On its east side. the casino would
be connected to a $26 million
indoor waterpark that would fill the
space from the hotel's entrance to
Second Street. The waterpark
would be open year-round. Bays
said. A small parking lot would separate the waterpark from an
expanded convention center.
Bays said he would expect the
casino to take in at least $360 million a year with $36 million of that
going to the city, county and
schools. Bays said he would hire
3.000 people at a minimum of $15
an hour. which would create a total
payroll of $93.6 million.

'The Essential-Day Spa
An AV E DA_ Concept Salon
*Massage Therapy
311 Johnson Blvd.
*Body Wraps
Murray
*Aromatherapy
270-7670760
*Facials *Sugaring
Manicures & Pedicures
Gift Certificates Available

(Wilicks:c

kr
/IVY/Ls-wry

Ciratiir (
,Phetly#4

• \Veddings •
• Seniors •
• Families •
• Children •
479./ac4,wn Rs., jikse
970-779-579S
270-776-0473

FARM BUREAU FLORIDA
FRUIT PROGRAM
Thefollowing is a list of Florida fruits and nuts available through Farm Bureau. Deadline order
date is Oct. 30. Delivery date is the week of December 2 to be picked up at the Farm Bureau
office. Call the county office, 753-4703, or send this form to P.O. Box 469, Murray, Ky. 42071 no
later than Oct. 30.
From

Telephone No.

Street Address
QUANTITY

City

DESCRIPTION

Zip Code
TOTAL
PRICE
PRICE

Box Navel Oranges,4/5 Bushel

514.20

Box Red Grapefruit, 4/5 Bushel

512.70

Box Tangelos, 4/5 Bushel

514.20

Box "Sunburst" Tangerines, 2/5 Bushel

$12.35
Holiday Gift Trio - 12 each (Navel Oranges, Grapefruit, Rol Delicious Apples) , . .515.60
Case Hi-Density Orange Juice - Concentrate, 24/12 Oz. Cans
533.80
Case Lemonade Concentrate, 24/12 Oz. Cans
$16.80
Case Bluebird Grapefruit Juice, Ready' to Drink,48/6 Oz. Cans

516.80

Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 12/20 Oz. Cans
Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts,6/2 Lb. Cans NEW SIZE

$32.80
526.30

Case Redskin Southern Fried Peanuts, 12/20 Oz. Cans

$32.80

Case Honey Krunch Peanuts, 12/11 Oz. Cans
Case Peanut Brittle Bites, 12/12 Oz. Cans

525.80

Butter Toffee Peanuts, 12/12 Oz. Cans

$24.80

529.05

Mixed Nuts(50% Peanuts),6/2 Lb. Cans
$40.80
Peanut Gift Pack,(6/3 pkg per case)
54410
(Includes 12 oz. Brittle Bites, 11 oz. Honey Krunch Peanuts, and 12 oz. Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts)
Case(No Salt) Dry Roast Peanuts, 12/16 Oz. Jars

..525.30

Case Salted, Dry Roast Peanuts,6/2 Lb. Cans

_526.30

HOURS MON-THURS 10 - 7 PM • FRI & SAT 10 - 8 PM • SUN 12 - 6 PM

Chocolate Covered Pecans, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs

_567.30

HWY.62/641 AT KY 93 EDDYVILLE,KENTUCKY

Case Select Shelled Pecan Halves, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs.

567.30

Honey Roasted Pecans, 12/8.5 Oz. Cans

_547.30

Case Toasted & Salted Pecans, 12/8.5 Oz. Cans

. .547.30

Please return this form by October 30 to:
Calloway Co. Farm Bureau, P.O. Box 469, Murray, Ky. 42071.

2nd Annual 9Thway/-ceezazaalaif ceouni., Woman/S,away
Sept. 26 - 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. - First United Methodist Church
Co -Sponsors Ledger & Times and Chamber of Commerce
FREE ADMISSION - CONCESSION PROCEEDS GOES TO LOCAL UNITED WAY
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PK sends Lady Tigers to region final
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
PADUCAH, Ky. — There are
perhaps no more evenly matched
teams than Murray High and Heath
when it comes to girls' soccer in
the First Region.
For proof of that, one would have
to look no further than
Monday's
region
semifinal between
the Lady Tigers and
Lady Pirates at
Heath.
The two squads
played to a dead heat for 78 minutes of soccer, until Lacey Latimer's
penalty kick with just under two
minutes remaining gave Murray a
3-2 victory and sent the Lady
Tigers to the First Region championship match for the second consecutive season.
After Murray had surrendered
a 2-1 lead on Katie Sevi's goal
at the 9-minute mark, Heath was
whistled for a hand ball in the penalty box as the teams braced for
what appeared to be an imminent
overtime period. But Latimer's kick
past a diving Ellen Bradley produced the final margin in regulation.
The deciding sequence was eerily familiar to the Lady Pirates,
who lost to MHS in the region
semifinals for the second year in
a row on a nearly identical play.
Heath was called for a hand ball
with 52 seconds left in last October's 2-1 loss to the Lady Tigers.
"You hate to see either team
lose a match like that," said Murray head coach Jennifer Boone,
who is in her first year at the
Lady Tiger helm. "But it's probably going to come down to some-

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

ON THE TRAIL ... Murray High sophomore forward Brittany Miles (17) tries to make up ground on her Heath counterpart during first-half action of the Lady Tigers' First Region semifinal victory over the Lady Pirates on Monday evening.
thing like that when you have two (13-4) earned a rematch with Secteams that are so evenly matched." ond District rival Marshall CounWith the win. the Lady Tigers ty — a 2-1 overtime winner over

Paducah Tilghman in Monday's
nightcap. The Lady Marshals, who
defeated is.IHS 3-1 during the reg-

ular season and 4-0 in last week's
Second District final, won last
fall's region title tilt with Murray

4-0.
The Lady Tigers nearly didn't
get their rematch as Heath (16-6)
broke a scoreless tie with Shea
Wright's goal off an assist by Jennifer McSparin with 28 minutes
left in the first half.
Murray knotted the score six
minutes later as Latimer found the
back of the net off an assist from
Peggy Ray, and the contest
remained tied heading into the
halftime break.
The two sides played to a draw
for much of the second half as
well.
However, the Lady Tigers
appeared on their way to a 2-1
victory when sophomore forward
Brittany Miles beat her defender
on the left wing and crossed the
ball to freshman midfielder Mallory Cunningham, who punched
the ball into the right side of the
goal with just 11 minutes left on
the clock.
But Heath wouldn't go away
as Sevi's goal tied the score for
the second time and set up the
dramatic conclusion.
According to Boone, the Lady
Tigers harbored a false sense of
security with their 2-1 lead.
"That's a problem a young team
has sometimes," Boone explained.
"They got so excited about one
goal that they forgot about the little things that help you win. But
the girls played hard and never
gave up ... I thought they all worked
well together."
Murray was outshot by Heath
14-12, but received 14 saves from
goalkeeper Haley Hart. Bradley
stopped 11 shots for the Lady
Pirates.

MSU Football

Racers hope for clear
skies, win over SEMO
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
For the third straight week
and the fourth time this season,
the Murray State Racers will
battle a team that gave Ohio
Valley Conference favorite Eastern Illinois a run for its money.
But before the Racers can think
about the Nov. 23 season finale
with the fifth-ranked Panthers
(5-2. 3-0 OVC), MSU must get
out from under the dark clouds
that encircled Joe Pannunzio's
squad during a dreary Saturday
afternoon in Richmond.
Heading into this Saturday's
home game versus Southeast Missouri — which led EIU 21-7
before falling 44-27 Saturday in
Cape Girardeau, Mo. — Murray (2-4, 1-1) is searching for
answers after last weekend's 3.17 loss to No. 19 Eastern Kentucky.
The Colonels (5-3, 2-1) outgained the Racers 321-127 on
the ground and used three
turnovers to turn a 7-0 lead into
a 24-0 halftime margin.
"Going into it, we felt like
it was going to be a game that
would be won and lost in the
trenches," said MSU head coach
Joe Pannunzio, whose defense
allowed a pair of 100-yard rushers in EKU tailbacks Terry Ennis

Racers vs. SE hiessewi
What: MSU takes on
upstart Indians at home
When: Sat, 2 30 p.m
Where: Murray. Ky.
Records: MSU (2-4),
SEMO (5-3)
TV: Fox Sports South 'ROMER

and C.J. Hudson while quarter
back Travis Turner passed for
118 yards and ran for 80 more.
"I think it was very apparent
early on that we had our work
cut out for us. Their offensive
line played great, and they beat
us up front."
While the Racer defense struggled to contend with poor field
position and the Colonels' running game, the Murray offense
never got out of the gate.
Before the final drive of the
game, which culminated in a 20yard TD pass to running back
Ulysses Odoms with 45 seconds
left, quarterback Stewart Childress had completed just 8-of22 passes for 51 yards.
Only three of Childress' completions went to a wide receiver — Deandre Green managed
22 yards through the air — and
the Racers averaged just 3.5
yards per carry on a soggy field
at Roy Kidd Stadium.
"It was a combination of a
lot of things," Pannunzio said.

"I think that Eastern was pretty good up front, and I did a
poor job of calling plays on
offense. Then, when we did call
the right plays, we did a poor
job of executing and getting things
done.
"We had guys open at times
and didn't get the ball to them.
We missed blocks on some key
plays and had guys loose to
make tackles in our backfield.
We missed some assignments on
defense which led to some big
runs for them ... we made them
fumble on the 5-yard line and
then we turned around and gave
it right back to them."
SEMO (5-3, 2-1) won't make
things any easier for the Racers
when the Indians invade Roy
Stewart Stadium for Saturday's
contest, which will be televised
live on Fox Sports Net South.
Although SEMO is giving up
414 yards per game,Tim Billings'
third SEMO club has plenty of
offensive firepower with a group
that is piling up 437 yards and
over 33 points per outing.
Wideout Willie Ponder is the
OVC's leading receiver with 61
catches for 943 yards and 10
TDs and the headlining act for
SEMO's traveling circus, which

III See Page 9

Series shifts to San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO(AP)— Barry Bonds
being cheered, boats bobbing in McCoyey Cove and fans filing in past a statue
of Willie Mays.
When the World Series shifts to Pacific Bell Park for Game 3 tonight, it sure
will look different.
And that's just fine with San Francisco Giants and Anaheim Angels after they
combined for a record 11 home runs

while splitting the first two games at Edison Field.
Despite all those pictures of Bonds
plopping balls into the water, there were
fewer home runs hit at Pac Bell this year
than any other stadium in the majors.
"It's a pretty big place," Angels' Game
4 starter John Lackey said during Monday's off-day.
Added Giants shortstop Rich Aurilia:

KEITH SRAKOCICl/AP photo

BLOCK PARTY ... Steelers linebacker Joey Porter (left) blocks a punt by Colts kicker
Hunter Smith, setting up Pittsburgh's first touchdown during Monday's game at Heinz
Field. The Steelers claimed a 28-10 victory.

Steelers pound Colts 28-10
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The
Pittsburgh Steelers won't say
they're back. The Indianapolis Colts
are more than willing to say it
for them.
The Steelers finally played like
the team that was expected to win
the AFC this season, riding another strong game by quarterback
Tommy Maddox to a 28-10 victory over Indianapolis on Monday
night.
Maddox, quickly becoming one
of the unexpected success stories
of the NFL season, Wasn't awed
by his first prime time start as he

was a Denver rookie in 1992. The
one-time XFL star drove the Steelers to touchdowns on their first
three possessions and a 21-0 lead.
"These are fun games to play
quarterback," said Maddox, who
was out of the league for six years
before signing with Pittsburgh last
year.
The Fun 'N' Gun? Maybe not.
But the offense has made a dramatic turnaround since Maddox
replaced Kordell Stewart with the
Steelers apparently headed for a
Sept. 29 loss to Cleveland and an
0-3 start.

Maddox rallied the Steelers (33) to an overtime victory that day,
and they have since won three of
four. They have scored at least
28 points in each of Maddox's
three starts after scoring only 37
points in three games with Stewart.
Wide receiver Hines Ward said
Maddox's impact has been dramatic.
"When he's throwing the ball
the way he is and we're running
it, we're a hard offense to stop.
Now you're seeing the Steelers,"
Ward said.

will small ball replace the longball?

"People who have never been to our park
probably will be in for a surprise at the
kind of hitter's park it is. It's not much
of one."
Perhaps the most beautiful park in
baseball, Pac Bell will host its first Series
game. The last two times the Series came
to San Francisco, it was interrupted —
by rain in 1962 and then by an earthquake that struck a half-hour before Game

3 in 1989 at Candlestick Park.
Many of the Angels have played at
the park in interleague games, though
they did not visit this year. So they won't
be deceived by the seemingly short distances — 309 feet to right field and 399
feet to dead center.
Odd angles and high walls make it a
tough place to hit home runs. There were
only 114 at Pac Bell this year, down

RADIO CAD
753-TAXI
re.zwiedy. dvig.

about 33 percent from other major league
ballparks.
"There's some outfield space in the
gaps here, so we're going to have to
continue to runs the bases aggressively,
but our offense isn't going to fall off the
face of the Earth because we're in a
place that's supposedly tougher to hit
home runs," Angels manager Mike Scioscia said.

Just South of the Border
Puryear, TN • 731-247-5794

• BE3Q, Burgers & Cold Beer
Mon.-Sat. 10:30 till Midnight
.
471/0
Wednesday is College Day - Pitchers $2.50
Sunday 1 - ? Nascar & Football
Board Tourneys Saturday at 1:00
Shuffle
._
Pool Tourneys Sundays at 1:00

L
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Jordan makes UK not happy
preseason debut with 5-2 start

DENVER (AP) — Hoping to
accelerate his timing and conditioning, Michael Jordan made a
surprise appearance by playing in
his first preseason game.
Being Michael Jordan, he hit
the first shot he took.
Jordan, who earlier indicated
he might skip all of the Washington Wizards' exhibition games
to rest his surgically repaired right
knee, played 14 minutes and scored
eight points Monday night in the
Wizards' 96-73 win over the Denver Nuggets.
Jordan missed Washington's first
five exhibitions but was growing
concerned about getting his timing back for the regular season.
-It's hard to start the season
cold turkey," Jordan said before
the game.
Jordan entered with 7:13 left
in the second quarter and played
the rest of the period. He hit a
turnaround jumper about three minutes after entering.
He played the first 7:15 of the
third quarter, scoring a team-high
six points in the quarter including a steal and a fastbreak layup
on the other end.

By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)"—
Kentucky is coming off just its
fourth Southeastern Conference
road win since 1998 and and
needs just one
more victory to
equal the program's best start
since 1984.
The Wildcats
and coach Guy
Morriss still aren't happy.
"We're sitting here 5-2 and,
really, there's kind of a feeling
of disappointment," Morriss said
Monday at his weekly news
conference. "We're very happy
to be 5-2, but there's a lot of
room for improvement.
"The overall tone or attitude
of the players is, 'We must find
a way to correct this stuff."
The Wildcats (5-2, 1-2)
defeated Arkansas 29-17 on Saturday, just their second SEC
road win in the past three seasons.
But Morriss found plenty to

SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray

criticize and knows his team
won't get away with errors Saturday against No. 5 Georgia
(7-0, 4-0).
Many of the gaffes occurred
in the kicking game. Taylor
Begley matched his career high
with a 49-yard field goal but
missed an extra-Point kick and
had another PAT and a fieldgoal attempt blocked.
Kentucky also fumbled four
times and committed seven
penalties for 60 yards.
"We're making mistakes that
should've been corrected in the
first week of practice," Morriss
said.
Despite the errors, Morriss
said the Wildcats' confidence
never wavered. Morriss said the
team drew on its experiences
from a 41-34 loss at Florida
earlier this season.
"We came home from Florida and realized, 'Hey, if we
could've made another play or
two here and eliminated some
mistakes, we would've had an
opportunity to win the game"

Michael Jordan

Puckett appears at jail, declares innocence
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Baseball Hall of
Earner Kirby Puckett declared he is innocent
of charges he dragged a woman into a restaurant bathroom and groped her.
"Let the process play its course. I know
I'm innocent of these charges," Puckett said
Monday as he left the county jail.
Puckett spent less than a half hour at the
jail for a booking procedure and appearance
before a judge, who set Nov.'19 for a pretrial hearing. Puckett remains free on his own

recognizance.
Prosecutors charged the 41-year-old former
Minnesota Twins star with a felony count of
false imprisonment and a gross misdemeanor
count of criminal sexual conduct.
If convicted, Puckett probably would be put
on probation and given less than a year in
the county workhouse. It's unlikely he would
be sentenced to the maximum of four years
jp prison and $8,000 in fines, County Attorney Amy Klobuchar said last week.

Puckett retired in 1995 after 12 seasons
with the Twins, a team he helped win the
World Series in 1987 and 1991. He was inducted into the Hall of Fame last year.
According to the complaint, the victim was
waiting to use the women's restroom at the
restaurant in a Minneapolis suburb on Sept. 6
when Puckett grabbed her by the arm and
dragged her into the men's room. She told
police that Puckett pushed her into a stall and
put his hand on one of her breasts.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

is orchestrated by quarterback Jack
Tomco.
Entering the season as the backup to Jeromy McDowell, Tomco
has thrown for 1,999 yards and
a single-season school record 19
TDs in eight games.
The Indians also boast a 2414 victory over Division I-A member — and former OVC rival

Middle Tennessee State — Sept.
28 in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
"Some people think (the win
over Middle) was a fluke, but
after watching it, it was obvious
that the SEMO players were the
Pannunzio
said.
aggressors,"
"They're a good football team,
and we're going to have to play
extremely well to beat them.
"(Ponder) is a lot like Deandre Green for us. If Deandre's

not the best receiver in the league,
then Ponder probably is. Their quarterback is making plays, they've
got a good group of players, and
they're going to bring it to us."
For either program, running the
table and an MSU win over EIU
would give either SEMO or the
Racers a share of the OVC
"For both of us, (a win) would
put is back in the race for a
chance at the OVC title," said

Pannunzio, whose troops are 2-0
at home this year.
-But we're at a point now
where we're picking ourselves up
off the canvas, so we can't worry
about five games down the road
or even two games down the road.
What makes it worse is that we're
playing a heck of a football team
in Southeast Missouri, so we've
got to get up and be ready to
play."

901 Sycamore

753-8355

COLLlE
Po isGE FOOTBALL BCS STANDINGS
AP
1 Oklahoma
2
1
2 Miami
3 Notre Dame
6
4 Virginia Tech
3
5
5 Georgia
4
6 Ohio State
7 Washington St 9
8 Michigan
8
10
9 LSU
7
10 Texas
11 NC. State
12
12 Florida St
11
13 Iowa
13
14 Southern Cal 15
15 Oregon

U-E
2
1
6
3
5
4
11
8
10
7
9
13
14
16

Avg.
20
1.0
60
30
50
40
100
80
100
70
105
120
135
155

Computer
Avg.
1 50
433
1 33
4 83
3 33
4 17
800
967
867
12 17
858
12 67
12 75
13 50

Schedule
Sir
Rank
13
0 52
1 08
27
1
0 04
25
1 00
9
0 36
28
1 12
11
044
29
1 16
26
1.04
30
120
344
86
3
0 12
46
1 84
4
016
63
2 52

L
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
2
1
2
1

• The Calloway County Boys' Basketball Little League will hold a final signup
period for boys in grades 3-6 Saturday from 10 a.m. to noon at CCHS' Jeffrey Gymnasium. The entry fee is $50 per player.

www.murrayledger.corn
OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
14111i,

$14.95
(*On most cars & trucks - house oil only)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires )

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

Presenting the well-crafted 18- to 48-hp 4000 TEN Series.
Tools equipped to do more than build bookcases or bird
houses. Instead their sights are set on making homes,
clearing whole pastures,
or

putting in stables

STARTING Al

O

doing virtually anything
else under the sun. So

ZERO

Do

stop by for a test drive.
You'll find not only their capabilities, but also the pride you
have working with one, immeasurable.

Find out more at www.JohnDeere.com/4000TEN

GREEN CARPET SERVICE AVAILABLE 24/7.
AFTER HOUR SERVICE CALL: 1-866-HUTSONAG
1902 Wilma Rudolph Blvd.
931-647-0029
800-676-0029

MORGANFIELD
118 Jim Veatch Road
South US #60
800-633-1557
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PRINCETON
1117 Hopkinsville Road
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SportsBriefs

WHAT TO BUY WHEN YOUR
WORKSHOP IS MEASURED
IN ACRES, NOT FEET.

MAYFIELD
1201 Fulton Road
Highway 45 South
270-247-4456
800-247-4451

Total
3 92
641
707
863
8 69
8 89
19 44
1983.
2071
2137

Explanation Key
Poll Average — The average of The Associated Press media poll and USA Today.
3
ESPN coaches poll Others receiving votes are calculated in order received
Computer Average — The average of Anderson & Hester, Richard Billingsley, Cotley Matrix, Kenneth Massey, New York Times, Jeff Sagann and the Peter Wolfe rankings. The computer component will be determined by averaging six of the seven rankings The lowest (worst) ranking will be disregarded
Schedule Rank — Rank of schedule strength compared to other Division I-A teams
of actual games played divided by 25. This component is calculated by determining the
cumulative won/loss records of the team's opponent (66 6 percent) and the cumulative
won/loss records of the team's opponents opponents (33 3 percent ,1
Losses — One point for each loss during the season
Quality Win Component — The quality win component will reward to varying degrees
teams that defeat opponents ranked among the top 10 in the weekly standings. The
bonus point scale will range from a high of 1.0 points for a win over the top ranked
team to a low of 0 1 for a victory over the 10th-ranked BCS team. The final BCS standings will determine final quality win points If a team registers a victory over a team
more than once during the regular season quality win points will be awarded lust once
Quality win points are based on the standings determined by the subtotal The final
standings are reconfigured to reflect the quality win point deduction
Note: Teams on NCAA probation (i.e not eligible for postseason competition) are not
listed in the BCS Standings. Teams with victories over teams on probation will receive
appropriate quality win points
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Administration pleased with
flexible schedule participation
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BIG PLANS ... Murray High School has made big changes in their scheduling by adding extra
hours in the day/ Principal Teresa Speed and Assistant Principal Wendell Benningfield review the
schedule board. anticipating more classes next year.

BY BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
For the past school year, Murray
High School has been trying to provide as much education into the students' day as possible.
School administrators decided
last February they wanted to offer
an extra hour of study — one in the
morning and one in the afternoon.
-By offering a few classes in the
morning and the afternoon, it gives
students the chance to take that seventh hour," Superintendent Dale
Reid said,
Recently, the State Board of
Education informed Kentucky high
school administrators that a visual
and performing arts class would be
added to required courses for high
school graduates in 2004. To
accommodate this new course, the
administration did not want to cut
any of their current courses or have
the students change to block scheduling.
"It is a different approach to give
students what they need without
going to block scheduling," Reid
said.
The school's previous schedule
began at 8:25 a.m. and went until
2:55 p.m. Now the school is open
from 7:30 a.m. to 3:55 p.m. This
way, students have the option of an
early morning schedule, a traditional schedule or a late afternoon
schedule.
Reid said students who take the
early morning schedule are not cut-

id

I think they see
our emphasis is on
learning and they see
we're moving
barriers for
learning.

77

—Teresa Speed
MHS Principal
ting their day short, but making it
longer.
"The majority of those who
come in early still get out at 2:50
p.m." Reid said. "They are just taking seven courses."
And so far, the new system is
working out well.
MHS Principal Teresa Speed
said there are four classes offered in
the early morning hour, Spanish I,
chorus, computer and technology
application and early drivers education. Currently, 88 students are participating in these courses, while
nine students participate in the
afternoon art class.
"I 'thought more students would
take advantage of the afternoons,
but there's already so much going
on in the afternoons," she said.
Speed said the new system really
benefits students who participate in
extra curricular activities that
already take up an hour of school

time, such as band or soccer.
Speed said there has already
been several requests from the students for more extra classes to be
offered next year.
"I'm hoping next year we'll be
able to expand," she said."We have
to build up slow and move up."
Getting adjusted to the new
schedule has not been easy, especially since the administration has
had such a turn around. Assistant
principal Wendell Benningfield
began his term at MHS learning the
new schedule.
"We had to work really hard at
the beginning to get this going," he
said. "It is the first time I have
Worked with this schedule."
He agreed that so far student
attendance has been surprising."We
have several students come in an
hour early and the ones that do really seem to be enjoying it,"
Benningfield said.
The school also provides several
other areas for the students to learn.
There is a lunchtime Latin class for
students eager to learn the language, and peer tutoring is offered
during the extra hours before and
after school.
Speed said she also sees the
additional classes as a good example to the students of how serious
the faculty is toward education.
"I think they see our emphasis is
on learning and they see we're
moving barriers for learning,"
Speed said.

Kentucky selected to pilot
national school safety initiative
One thousand educators at the
Eighth Annual Safe Schools,
Successful Students Conference
applauded today as they heard the
news, "Kentucky has been chosen
as a pilot state for a new national
school safety and security initiative, the Be Safe & Sound campaign," announced Dr. Steve
Edwards, Vice President of the
National
Crime
Prevention
'Council. "This initiative address
both sides of the security equation:
safety, which deals with prevention,
procedures and positive climate:
and security, which addresses the
hardware components that protect
both the physical structure and
those who enter it."
Kentucky is one of two states,
(Pennsylvania is the other), selected
to pilot the national initiative devel-

oped by the National Crime
Prevention Council(NCPC)and its
partners. The initiative promotes a
comprehensive approach to safety
and security issues in our nation's
schools. NCPC, known by many as
the home to McGruff the Crime
Dog and the Take a Bite Out of
Crime campaign, partnered with
security, safety, and school experts
to develop the initiative including
ASSA ABLOY, The Allstate
Foundation, Security Industry
Association, and
SafeSchool
Solutions.
Woodford County High School
in Versailles, Kentucky will be the
first school in the state to implement the initiative. Sam Watkins,
Principal of Woodford commented,
"Woodford County High is excited
to be a pilot site for the Be Safe &

Sound initiative. Making our school
safer and more secure is a top priority. This is a great opportunity for
our students and staff." Kathy
Beavers, Regional Chair of The
Allstate Foundation committed a
$10,000 grant to Principal Watkins
to assist in the school's efforts to
increase safety and security.'
The Be Safe & Sound campaign
is designed to mobilize parents,
school officials, and policy makers
to ensure preventive steps are taken
to safeguard the nation's youth. Online educational tool kits, instructions on conducting school safety
audits, and training and technical
assistance will be available to parents, educators, and the general
public through this initiative. For
more information on the initiative,
visit http://www.ncpc.org/nssc.

Photo provided

DO YOU HAVE THE TIME? ... Seventh and Eighth grade students in the Technology Education
course at Calloway County Middle School proudly display the clocks they designed and manufactured this nine weeks in Technology Education. Manufacturing is one of the four major
industries students explore in this class. Pictured from left to right, Back row: Victoria Byerly,
Josh Reynolds. Robert Fry, and Kyle McAllistor; Third Row: Wes Adams, Tim Tracy, Nick
Anderson, and Adam Crawford; Second Row. Mindy Cone, Amanda Holsapple, Travis Taylor,
Tucker Adams, and student teacher John David Son; Front Row: teacher Steve Welter, Courtney
Futrell, Megan Jones, April Cooper, and Megan Futrell.

Free economics workshop for teachers held in Paducah
A free workshop is planned in
Paducah on Oct. 29, to help area
teachers of all grade levels meet the
state mandated requirements for
.teaching economics. "Dip into
'Economics" will be held in the
Kentucky Oaks Mall Community
Room, 5101 Hinkleville Rd., (1-24
and Hwy. 60W). Inside entrance to
the Community Room is near

Dillard's Home Stere.
"Space is extremely limited for
this workshop," reports Barry
Brown, director of the Murray State
University Center for Economic
Education and event coordinator.
Registration is mandatory and will
close Oct. 24. Registrants are asked
to supply the following: name,
school, grade taught and subject

area.
The story of the founder of
Dippin' Dots® inspired two teachers
to write this innovative program
hoping to motivate students to effectively use their human resources
while in school. The program
includes fun-filled activities that
teach basic economic concepts and
demonstrate the important link

between education and future productivity in society. Lessons are
interdisciplinary and designed to
expose students to economics within
the context of language arts, social
studies, math, science, art and other
academic disciplines.
No prior economic knowledge is
necessary to attend this workshop.
The Kentucky Department of

FALL SALE
, Allfall merchandise including jar candles
4
,‘
lk

1/2 Price
ocafts/avl

61

The MSU center is operated under
the university's college of business
and public affairs.
For the latest information on this
and other EconomicsAmerica workshops log on to: www.econ.org.
Workshop registration can be completed on this website or by contacting Brown at 270-762-4277, or email barry.brown@murraystate.edu.

The Bigger
I Get,
The Bigger
The Books...
the harder to read'

Glad My Eyes Are
In Great Shape —
Are Yours?

"We're Making l'6om for Christmas"
PITS FOR fitiRVOA/f FOR ANY

Education approves the workshop
for three hours professional development credit. Participants will
receive hands-on training using the
curriculum and teaching strategies
for the classroom. A light dinner
with Dippin' Dots® is included.
The workshop is presented by the
MSU Center for Economic
Education and Dippin' Dots® Inc.

I.

Call today for your
appointment.

RED BARN
(ARDIN SHOPPI
'171r %mei Mmit U mg ow Shor
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Mon.-Sat. 10-5, Sun. 1-5

4 Minutes From
Murray on 94 W.
'•

435-4770
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Eyecare Specialties
I or all your eyerare needs tall i)i.

759-2500 • 308 S. 12th St.
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Classifieds
Murray Ledger & I ones F air Homing

ADJUSTMENTS

'
,wore

All real estate advertised herein o subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act. which makes it illegal to advertise any preference.
'mutation or discrimination based on raiz, color religion. sex.
handicap. familial status or Reboot origin, or intention to make
any such preferences. limitations or docrinunation

, erbsers are 'equestO to check the hrst
insertion ol amor ads tor am error Murray
Ledger & Trnes mil be responsible br only one
incorrect insertion Any error snout be report,'immediately so corrections can be maoe

State laws forbid discrimination in the sale. rental or advertising of
real estate based of factors in addition tu those protected under federal law

AD DEADLINES
Monday
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon. 11 a.m.
Wednesday
Mon. 5 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 11 a.m.
Friday
Wad. 5 p.m.
Saturday
Thur. 12 p.m.

We will not knowingly accept any adsertismg for real [State
is in violation of the law All persons arc hereby intormed that
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
opportunity basis

For further asNiStanCe with Fair Housing Advertisin
recuitrements contact N.AA Counsel Rene P Milan,
1703) 64S-1000

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

th1111111

Legal Notice
No cc
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Firewood

Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
67.25 Column Inch, 60°4. Discount 2nd Run,
409i Discount 3rd Run.
'All 3 Ads Must Run WithIn 6 Day Period

$2.60 per column inch extra for Monday
(Shopping Guide)
I .1 N I.:\I)
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word
per day.
U.60 extra for Shopper Orion Claauhedir go into Shopping
Guidel $1.110 extra fur Wind box ads.

The publisher maintains the right to relect
or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop
by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
010

030

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice
LOCAL NOTICE

On October 8, 2002, an application was filed
with Federal Communications Commission in
Washington, D.C. to transfer control of
WRUS, Inc. from William K. McGinnis to the
Kerby E. Confer Grantor Retained Annuity
Trust and the Donald J. Alt Grantor Retained
Annuity Trust. Following consummation, the
officers, directors and more than 101T shareholders of WRUS, Inc. will be: Donald J. Alt,
Kerby E. Confer, William K. McGinnish and
-the Kerby E. Confer Grantor Retained
Annuity Trust and the Donald J. Alt Grantor
Retained Annuity Trust. WRUS, Inc. is the
license of WBGN(AM)operating on 1340 kHz
and WBVR(FM) operating at 96.7 MHz both
in Bowling Green, Kentucky; WUHU(FM)
operating at 107.1 MHz in Smiths Grove,
Kentucky; WRKY(AM) operating at 1130
kHz; WNBS(AM)operating at 1340 kHz; and
WFGE(FM)operating at 103.7 all in Murray,
Kentucky; Radio Station WDXR(AM) operating at 1450 kHz in Paducah, Kentucky;
WYKLIFM operating at 102.1 MHz in
Clinton, Kentucky; and WLIE(FM) operating
at 94.3 MHz in Golconda, Illinois. A copy of
the application, amendments and related
material are on file for public inspection daily
at 1500 Diuguid Drive, Murray, Kentucky.
Invitation To Bid
Soft Drink Vending/Concessions/
Scoreboard Advertising

The Murray Board of Education is accepting
sealed bids for soft drink vending, soft drink
concessions, and scoreboard advertising.
Bids will be accepted until 2:00 P.M.. Friday
November 8. 2002, at the Board Office.
Specifications are on file at the Murray
Board of Education, Carter Administration
Building, 208 South 13th Street, Murray,
KY 42071, and may be picked up during regular office hours. The Murray Board of
Education reserves the right to reject any
and/or all bids.
Notice

WALLIS FARM Mums
Iwleside or Retail
SELLING AT 3 LOCATIONS!
•Corner of South 12th & Glendale
•Between Lowe's & Wal-Mart
behind Brandon Auto World
•Wallis Farm on Butterworth Rd.
near Stella off Hwy. 121 North

1-270-489-2462
STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray,Kentucky
(270)753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY

No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

r

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Hunters Paradise Wildlife
Refuge 300 Acres. groups
welcome 270-489-2116 It
no answer leave message

STERLING Silver
Jewelry
Cherry's Jewelry
Great Selection
Great Prices
Open Wed-Sat.
11:00-6.00
in Mayfield, KY
(270) 247-1997

taager a TINS
ClasSIllals

270-753-1916

060

Financial

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

L°6°

Thinking of
buying a house,
mobile home, car
or you just want
to consolidate
your bills.
At ROSSTINE
FINANCIAL,
the sky is the
limit. We can get
you approved for
one of our great
loan programs
today.
Mortgages,
Personal Small
Business Loans

Call
(866)520-8925
NO FEES TO APPLY
060
Help Wanted
ASSEMBLER/ Repair
Technician
Huffy Service First, Inc. is
looking for quality individuals to service Major retailers. Ideal candidate will be
mechanically inclined with
good people shills. Person
will need to be able to
pass a background check.
drug screen, work weekends & travel locally. Earnings are between $9 & $12
per hour it interested call
Ben at 800-952-4738. opt.
1, Ext. 4160. Please leave
name and phone it including) area code.

J[

060

060
Help Wanted

NEW restraurant now
taking applications for
Manager Assistant, Manager and Wait Staff/Cashiers, Send Resume to P.O.
Box 1040-H Murray, KY
42071.
PART-TIME office help for
local church. Computer
and people skills required.
Please send resume and
references to PO Box
1040-B, Murray, Ky. 42071
PERSONAL
Assistant
needed in the Puryear
area, M-F 8a-4p. CPR and
First aid is required
Please call: Sitters & More
toll free 877-498-0001

2nd ANNUAL
MURRAY-CALLOWY COUNTY WOMAN'S
SHOW
Saturday October 26, 2002
9:00am to 2:00pm
irst United Methodist Church
South 5th. Street
Hosted by Calloway County Homemakers
********Co-Sponsors*********
Ledger & Times & Chamber of Commerce

Want to Buy

COMMUNICATIONS AND
PUBLIC AFFAIRS SPECIALIST, News Bureau,
Murray State University.
Qealifications Bachelor's
degree in a related field is
required, along with two
years of experience in
public relations, journalism, marketing or related
field. Must be an enthusiastic, self-starter with
strong organizational and
communication skills and
have demonstrated experience in feature and/ or
public relations writing. Familiarity with technology
and web/internet applications in public relations
preferred. Photography experience helpful. Responsibilities Perform public
relations duties for university events and activities,
faculty research and university achievements. The
position also focuses on
governmental communications. A0plication Deadline: November 8, 2002.
To Apply: Send letter of
application, resume, and
names, addresses and
phone numbers of three
references to: Communications Position, Marketing
and Public Relations, Murray State University, 412
Sparks Hall, Murray, KY
42071 Women and minorities are encouraged
to apply. Murray State
University is an equal
education and employment opportunity, M/F/D,
AA employer.

Help Wanted
Patient Service
Representatives
Call Center
Exciting, Growing Company
We are looking for hardworking,ambitious individuals to join a
winning team. As a fast growing company, we need those
who are eager to learn and ready to train to become an
experienced Patient Service Representative. Prior
experience in customer service relations is preferred but not
required. Come be a part of an exciting opportunity. Excellent
benefits, Health Insurance and 401K.
Send Resume to:
Pulmo Dose Pharmacy
Attn: Human Resources
P.O. Box 1600
Murray. KY 42071

090
Domestic & Childcare

COMPUTER Programmer,
Part-time, Write DB Code,
Assist hardware. Call
Steve Passmore 519DO you like Crystal?
Princess House a leading
home party sales company
expanding to your area.
Consultants and managers
needed to show our collect
ion through home parties.
615-366-6498 or email
igcdac@bellsouth.net
EMT/FR or above with
open availability required.
PT/FT 270-395-3102 or
877-909-2558
MEDICAL Office Manager:
must have Medical/Insurance billing capabilities:
computer skills. Send resume to: PO Box 1040-Y,
Murray, Ky 42071
MEDICAL Office Receptionist must be multi-task
capable with Telephone &
People
Skills/
Filing/
Scheduling Send resume
to PO Box 1040-Z, Murray.
KY 42071

140

Help Wanted

DRIVERS:
Environmental
Database Manager,

Drop & Hook, No Touch Frt.
Home Most Weekends, Excellent Pay.
Must possess valid
Class A CDL, With Clean Record
and 2 Year OTR Exp.
MON.-FRI. 7 AM-5 PM EOF

800-886-7633
Bestway Express, Inc.
RESPONSIBLE, HARD-WORKING
RECEPTIONIST
NEEDED FOR MEDICAL OFFICE
Tues., Wed., Thurs. 4-8 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m., Sun. 1-6 p.m.
,
Please Bring Or Send Resume To:

Prinarv riP
300 S. 8th St.
Ste. 480W
Murray, KY 42071

Care
MEDICAL CENTER

NOW HIRING
COOKS AND RESIDENT ASSISTANTS, FULL AND
PART-TIME. DAYS & EVENING HOURS AVAILABLE
*Competitive Salary *ESOP .401K With 500,
Match Health Insurance *Paid Vacation
.Sick Days

Apply in person
Hickory Woods

Center for Reser\ oir
Research. Murray
State University.
Coordinate and manage existing databases/web page design.
See our website at
http://www.murraystate.edu/indirIhr/jtn
brpt.htm for complete
information.
Application deadline:
Nov. 15. 2002. Equal
education and
employment
, pportunity. M/F/D.
AA employer.

Local new car
dealership
needing an
experienced
transmission
tech.
Must be ASE certified
and have a valid
driver's license Only
serious, experienced
techs need apply.
Please mail
resume to:
Service Tech
749 Radio Road
Almo, KY 42020

84 Utterbfick Rd.
Murray, KY

Retirement Center

Classifieds Office Open 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519S 12th, Murray
ELECTRIC heaters, air
conditioners, used carpeting
refrigerators and
stoves 753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale
2 Lawn Crypts (side by
side) Murray Memorial
Gardens. 753-4336 Call
5:00-9:00 p.m
2 Nascar Tickets, Atlanta
race October 271h. Call
after 5:00 p.m. 753-7597.
DISH NETWORK
Free Satellite system, free
installation. 50 channels
plus 8 channels of HBO
only $36.98 per month.
Before getting a satellite
system, check out our
service department. Come
by Beasley's at 400 N. 4th
Street or call 759-0901 to
schedule your installation.
GOOD USED
BUILDING MATERIAL
•1/4 plate glass cut to size
.2"x4" up to 12' lengths
.1"x8" & 1"x10"x3/4" Knotty Pine T&G .8' to 12
lengths •Prehung doors &
windows *King water bed
*All types of materials Ect
Low Prices
436-6400 Anytime

.KENMORE W/D $400 00
OBO.
*Broyhill Executive Desk
$150.00.
.4x4 Wheels, 6 hole,
standard factory aluminum, comes with Radial
KIDS Krew Daycare Ages tires, will work for 88-98'
6 week to Pre-school. Chevy or GMC $300.00
Open 5:30 a.m. to 6:00 OBO.
(270) 759-8408
pm. 810 Whitnell
(270) 994-2371 OR 339759-3333.
3966.
WILL do house cleaning
753-1016
L.P. Gas Refills
New OPD Valves and
100 LB cyl in stock
Computers
B & B Broker's
753-4389.
MDM COMPUTERS
STRAW for sale
A+ Certified Technician
$2 00 bale
On site service.
759-4718 Night
759.3556
753-4582 Day
FRICK-N-FRACK
Cleaning
Thorough house cleaning
at affordable rates
Call for appointment
759-5267 or 489-6218

No Walk In Applications
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

()wner-Operator
('ADIZ KY AREA

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and pnmitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry

Check us
out ol the
web!

HONOR A

VETERAN
Today more than ever, we appreciate the courage and dedication
shown by our men and women in uniform. This Veterans Day.
honor a veteran with a special message in our newspaper

In Honor of
TSGT J.B. Burkeen
Thank you for the time you
served our country. We love
you and are proud of you.
Your family

In Memory of
Paul Douglas Moore
1949 - 1990
Thank you for serving our

Country.
Sadly Missed
Your Family & Friend,

$10.00 Per Veteran
Name, Picture & 20 Word Message

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES WILL
BE NOVEMBER 6 AT 5 P.M.

Murray Ledger & Times - Veterans
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
For more information contact
Tammy Stom or Jill Stephens at 753-1916.
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Homes For Sale

Apartments For Rent

Articles
For Sale
RASCAL II Electric mobility large deluxe 3 wheeler,
1996 model used very little, like new, $1,200 00,
electric hoist $350 00 CaN
(270) 474-8878

2 Bedroom Bnck duplex
City school district, family
neighborhood
oriented
pets with additional deposit. $37500 753-8854
C/Herk
Duplex
2BR
Dr
1909B
Westwood
Lease No pets $360 plus
deposit 753-8002

AKC Pug Puppies
753-5867
AKC Puppies
Shih Tzu Male $250 00
Pomeranian Female
$25000
Papillon Female $35000
Cairn Terrier Male
$17500
Chihuahua Male, Long
hair $17500
Dachshund Male $15000
(270) 382-2831

2BR duplex, stove and reLarge Selection
frigerator $300 month
$300 deposit 1517 1/2
Henry St Call 435-4125
2BR Duplexes in Murray,
DOG Obedience
furnished
appliances
Ward-Elkins
Master Trainer
$350 00 month 759-4406
On the Square
436-2858
C/H/A
2BR.
Duplex
755-1713
Coleman RE 759-4118
190
3 BR, Apt. C/H/A, Newly FULL Blooded. Rat TernFarm Equipment
redecorated Located on er, 2 Female, 3 Male , 6
campus, $400.00 month (2 weeks old, $75 00 each
1981 743 Bobcat loade
people) $435.00 month (3 436-5870 or 436-2731
$6,500.00 (270) 382-3915
people) includes water,
210
sewage and trash. 435REGISTER
4632 or 559-8510.
Firewood
Toy Poodle Pups
4br, Diuguid Drive Cole1 Female, Apricot
man RE 759-4118
FIREWOOD for sale
1 Male , Apricot & White
stacked
APARTMENTS for rent
&
Delivered
$300 each
437-4113
$35 00 per rick Call (270)
Call 270-436-6338
436-2602
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

USED
APPLIANCES

111111Homes For Sate

Services

We

Manufactured home on 2 acres.
Country, fenced for horse, 5 mi. from
Murray 1 yr. Home Warranty. Pest service contract. #12632 $64,500 Park
Avenue Properties.(270) 527-7055

,AARE THINGS EASIER ON YOURSELF CALL OR STOP IN AND ONE
'
OF OUR FRIENDLY WAN ORIGINATORS WILL DO THE REST

Global Mortgage Link
Gem Puckett•Darren A. Jones•Jacquelyn Watson •Path Butler
753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B

HILLDALE APARTMENTS

Motorcycles & ATY's

Vans

*2000 RM 125, Excellen
see
must
condition,
$2,800.00.
•1995 RMX 250, Great
shape. 51,400.00 7535484.

98 Ford Windstar Excel
lent condition, 118,xxx
miles (Hwy). Price to sell.
$6 995. 753-3930

is now taking applications for

1994 Fleetwood 14x70
2BR/2Eith Washer/Dryer/
Ref , Central Air, Gas
Heat/Stove, Located in
Riviera Cts $15,800.00.
Call 792-4924- Leave
Message after 3 30 p.m.
2000, 16x72 Champion
2br, 2 bath, electnc, utility
pole, 2 sets of steps, deck,
underpinning Must sell.
270-527-5R0R
95 16x65 2BR. 2BA, like
new in town wIront porch
and awning $22,000 753903FALL Specials
Keith Baker Homes, Inc.
Paris Location.
Exclusive Fleetwood
dealer.
Falling prices
*2003 14x50 2 bed, 1 bath
$12,900.00.
-2003 16x80 3bed, 2 bath.
vinyl siding, shingle roof,
thermo pane windows
$23.900.00.
•New- 24x48 3 bed, 2
bath Double wide, open
floor plan, $27.900.00.
Fleetwood 2 year warranty
on New Homes. Also
pre-owned & Bank Repo
Homes.
(731) 644-0012
1-800-533-3568
VERY nice 91 Fleet wood
14x64 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
split plan. cathedral ceilings. C/H/A, under pending and decks included
$11,800 00. Call 7532905
WHY Not Buy A Better
Home? 2003 Sunshine
doubles. 3 bedroom. 2
bath only $39,900. or 4
bedroom, den, 2 bathonly
$49,900
Arrowhead Homes
Sales, Inc.
3124 Hwy. 79N..
Pans, Tn
811-754-6900
Mobile Homes For Rent
2 Bedroom, No pets. 7539866.
2 BR. 1 Bath. furnished,
well maintained, located 5
minutes North of Murray,
1 1/2 miles off 641 on 35
acres $325.00 (270) 4429104
3BR, $275
753-6012
CLEAN and cute 2br
Kirksey area. Wooded lot.
Deck over looking creek
C/H/A. Washer & Dryer.
new carpet. No pets.
489-2534 before 9pm
SOUTH Hazel, 3br, 2 bath

320
Apartments For Rent
1 Bedroom apartment, furnished, near KY lake, extra clean 436-6105 leave
message
1 Bedroom near MSU,
5250/mo 213 S 16th #2
Available now 753-6194
or 559-2097
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
1-2. 3br apts furnished
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118

1 &

2 bedroom apartments.

Fully carpeted, lots of closet space,
24 hour maintenance, playground. You may
apply at the rental office in Hardin, KY.

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Bnck 'All External Cleaning

in stack.

*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
Phone (270) 767-0313
(270)527-7176

David Borders

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Our Offer to You is Great Rates with Maximum Flexibility
•Competitive fixed and adjustable interest rates
'Multiple no money down programs
•No income/no asset verification
programs pnced at conventional rates

now manufacture. Buy

Specialize in Cleaning"

DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE

i

1993 14x65 Clayton Ardmore Mobile Home Take
over payments Selling as
is 759-4035

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Roofing Metal
We
direct.

A Bigger Selection - A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy,

Lamb Brothers Inc.
mu Lamb Bros. Tree Service

Wiggins Furniture

(WM 153-2555•WW15114111111
Tree & Stump Removal
Free Estimates
Tree Trimming
24 Hr Service
Cleanup Service
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of Equipment
LICENSED & INSURED
President: Luke Lamb
- I.

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD•CARPET

HAMILTON
Granite - Marble - Fabrication
• Kitchen Counters • Fireplace.
• Full Decks • Back Splashes • Shossers

cc

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?
p213,
.
E.7
Over 347Years53-7

WE DO!

Visit Our Showroom Today

0

0
0
Message 753-8087
1980 Ford Bronco 4x4
44.1
good motor & trans fron
• f
Evening 753-2041
TDD #1-800-545-1833 in
•
-J
end damage $800.00
,ra.K01 K r
Nowdrca,
287
3:1
767-0267
4•Assable
3301 St. Rt. 121 N.. Murray. KV
To
to
*err%
ol
Rose
Scutt
Troy
Rniti1600 yards. -o
Hey 641-1-10 Miss
5
1991 GMC Sierra LWB,
CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL •HARDWOOD• CARPET
FOR Rent Large 2 BedSport Utility Vehicles
118,000 miles 753-4549
112
DuBrick
bath
full
room. 2
Livestock & Supplies
or 559-4984
plex. All appliances fur1995 Ford F-250
1997 Chevy Blazer 4x4
nished plus lawn service ,
437-4943
12 year old Gelding, Paint
PW
AC,
PB,
PS,
xxx
90
in quiet neighborhood.
Starting at S12,500
Al kid broke 436-2754
1999 Chevy Silerado,
270-489-2839
753-7903.
Price includes water. septic &
short wheel base, V-8, auFORREST View Apartdriveway. Also land home packages.
1998 Dodge Durango, tomatic 511.000 OBO
ments 1213 N. 16th St.,
994-0388
75,xxx miles. $13,500. 382-3936
767-9036
now accepting applications
OBO. 759-4300
HALEY Professional
"HOT- 1988 Chevy SR
for 2br townhouses, basic
custom homes, additions
Appraising
97 Jeep all time 4 WD pickup. Jasper 350 rebuilt
rent $325/ month. Call
remodeling • custom wood work
270-759-4218
6,000
than
Less
engine.
Grand Cherokee Limited.
753-1970. Leave Mesceramic tile • skylights
miles, rebuilt trans, same.
For What It's Worth"
Silver, V-6, moonroof.
sage. Equal Housing OpHP crank, new carb, new
bathrooms • pressure washing
custom
Also top soil and gravel.
acres
28+
land.
HUNTING
Want to buy women size brakes, new headliner.
portunity.
painting interior and exterior
in Southeast Calloway 7-8 low waist bluejean. Chevy Sub hood. 2 new
437-4838
GREAT 2br townhouse,
County near Kentucky 489-2699
mufflers, dual exhaust, turMany Quality References Available
270
dead end street, applian559-4986
lake. $600.00 per acre.
bo gauges, tinted winces furnished, screened in
490
Asphalt Sealcoating
dows, Am/Fm CD, tires 2
Owner/Agent (270) 753hauling,
affordable
A
porch 2 level 519-0599
Used Cars
Travis Asphalt Sealing
95x50, rims 15x10. Body
8251 or (270) 559-3272.
atgarages,
out
cleaning
RED OAKS APTS.
in excellent condition. 759Antique & Custom
'Driveways
tics, gutters, junk, tree
Special
984 Delta 88 Oldsmobile 3401 7am 4pm.
lots
'Parking
furniture repairs
Acreage
work. 436-5141.
$100 Deposit
70,xxx miles. 753-8856
FREE ESTIMATES
Chairs, tables.
Water
Floors
Damaged
1BR From $280
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL753-2279
Mir
ill `WI!
\
2BR From $325
1,155 Acres in Mc Kenzie, 1991 Toyota Celica GT,
Braces & Floor Joists
cabinetry.
ING junk clean up, cleanIllek Or Ear?
finance. fully loaded, sunroof, new
Call Today!
will
Tenn,
ing out sheds, gutters, tree
Remodeling & Plumbing
Will
also build
TRUCKING
&
BACKHOE
Call us we will be
753-8668.
$790.000, 15% down, 10 tires, $3,500.00. 759-0422.
work 436-2867
ROY HILL.
custom
help.
pieces to
to
glad
David Gallimore, Owner
SUB-LEASE available 44) years @ 6 3/4%. Approx.
A-1 Tree Service
Septic system, gravel,
4
Malibu,
Chevy
1998
or
match
Times
6.
existing
Ledger
Murray
inCRP
yearly
Murray Place Apartments 25,000
Stump Removal
white rock.
Will Do Insurance Work
door, 100,xxx miles. 753270-753-1916
ASAP, until Dec $250.00 come. 5+ miles road frontcustom
build
492-8737,
436-2113.
v,..a& Mastercard Accepted
age. Less than 2 miles 4549 or 5594984.
month obo 753-3814
437-3044.
Call Rich at
Outdoor
BRANDON'S
by
from city limits. Shown
2000 Hyundai 44,000
Estimates
Free
Creative
Designs
Motors
&
Boats
Services.
753appointment only. Call miles $6,200 00
Houses For Rent
AAA Carpentry,
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
(270)436-2805
5859
(901 384-8875.
Electrical, Remodeling,
•Bush Hogging•Tilling.
14' Fiberglass Fishing
Bath
All types of building
2 Bedroom, 1
2001 PT Cruiser. Black
(270)436-5277.
hsp. motor.
35
&
Boat
Fast efficient. Good workSUREWAY
$195.00 month + deposi
Limited Edition, has everyHANDYWORK/ odd lobs
$800.00 OBO. Call 762- manship, ceramic tile
in Panorama Shores 753
TREE SERVICE
CARPORTS Starting at wanted. No Job too small,
thing. $15,500., 35,000
0062.
3300 Sq. Ft of living miles. 753-0031
counter, floor, decks.
9826
Stump Removal
$675 installed Roy Hill Give us a call. Phone:
space including 3br, 3 1/2
35 years experiences.
•
Insured with full line of
(270)436-2113
2&3 Bedroom houses for
436-5759
bath with full finished walk 2001 Red Corvette,
436-6400
Services Offered
equipment.
rent. Coleman RE 759in basement, 1 acre wood absolutely brand new.
Free estimates
4118
Chim
CHIM
sport
7,000
Black
miles,
FIX It UP
lot, approx. 1 mile west of
ALL Carpentry,
753-5484.
3 BR $500/Mo. & Lease,
Chimney Sweep
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
We Do It Right
McCracken County line. leather seats, smokeglass
Electrical.
TOM'S Window Cleaning
W/D, near MSU, available
Cleaning
and
Chimney
up
heads
top,
removeable
Decks,
Additions,
Home
The First Time!
$179,900. 898-2261 or
New Const. Home & MoPainting, Pressure Wash.
11/1/02, electric heat &
chimney caps.
display, fully loaded
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding, bile Home repair, Termite
442-7491.
Home Improvements,
767-9013.
A/C. fenced backyard,
10% Senior Discount
$46,000 New $38,900
Garages, Pole Barns, Met- & Water Damage, ReGeneral Maintenance,
1709 Ryan Ave. 753-6194 3BR. 1 bath brick home 435-4632
Tracy Manning
al Buildings, Fencing. placement Windows. Vinyl
Landscaping, Decks.
deLarge
room,
Family
or 559-2097.
435-4006
752-0776 Cell
tached carport. 1204 Mel 86 Toyota M82, 1600 cc, Quality Workmanship.
Siding, Painting, Decks.
All Major Appliances
3 BR 1 1/2 Bath 1600+
rose, shown by Appt 753- Twin Cam, 4 cyl, 5-speed, Licensed
Call Larry Nimmo.
square feet. W+D hookup.
and Most Major Brands
CONCRETE fininshing
753-1194.
753-7860.
FUTRELL'S
Tree
Service
5892
753-0353.
753-9372,
motor,
rebuilt
sun roof,
$550.00 month +deposit, 1
Free estimates
Trimming, removal, stump
AFFORDABLE Mower reyear lease 217 Wood- 4B8. 2.5 bath. 1501 Beck- must sell, 51.500.00. 753sidewalks, driveways,
grinding, firewood. Insurpair,
go
etc.
tillers,
carts.
0533.
On The Square • Murray
lawn 753-3930 or 753- ett Drive, Canterbury Subpatios.
ed. 489-2839.
ALTERATIONS
Free pickup. delivery. 436Apby
division.
(270) 753-1713
Shown
3392
435-4619.
'87 White Camaro 1-Roc 2867
Machine Quilting
3 BR, 1 Bath Brick house, pointment only. 759-1293 228, PAN, P/L, T-tops, 350
Window Treatment
LEE'S
D. G.
WALTERS
ALL Carpentry Service
2 car garage. located leave message.
TPI, 5 speed. $2,700.
Murray Sewing Center
& Nursery
Landscaping
CARPET
CONTRACTING
From Foundation to
North edge of City limits BENTON\ Hardin area. 3 OBO. 753-1723.
759-8400
•Overseeding/ Fertilizer
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
CLEANING
Finish.
559-1834 753-5960 753- to 5 br., 3 acres w/barn
•Trimming
*90 Pontiac Sunbird ConAddition, and ReSiding,
car
2
pool,
ground
*Carpets
above
"Furniture
18Yrs
experience.
4389.
Asphalt SEALCOATING
'Leaf Mulching
vertible, 130,xxx miles.
modeling. Quality Work.
neighPeaceful
'Emergency
garage.
water
New
Construction*
deand
Lease
4BR house.
8 STRIPING
•Box blading/ Bushogging
Over 30 Years Experiremoval
borhood 270-328-8062 or New top, good tires.
Remodeling• Repairs•
posit required 753-4109
Call Ronnie Geunn
(270)753-2210.
$1,800.
ence Gerald Walters. 753-Free
Estimates
Concrete Work.
.605 Sycamore-Nice 3 841-0128.
"The Asphalt Doctor"
•88 Mercury Sable Clean
2592.
'Wrinkle
Repair
Certified
AGC
bedCHARMING three
FENCING
bedroom, gas. $550.00.
*Compare our work
dependable. $900.
'Quick Drying
435-4272.
MIDWAY FENCE
•1609 Farmer. Duplex. room, one bath, brick
'Compare our prices
492-8318
Free Column
COMPANY.
near MSU. 2 bedroom, ranch for sale. Large lot
753-5827.
'References furnished
HAULING
or
with fenced-in back yard
*Complete
Material
$385.00.
&
Line
'Workmanship
Cleaning
garages
out
753-4987
ROOF LEAKING?
and patio: mature trees
'Free Estimates
Guaranteed
Washer & Dryer.
sheds, carport atics,
FREE kittens
Call a professional
•Fully Insured
'Insured
753-0919 or 1-800-589- and nicely landscaped. 99 Mazda 626 LX, 4 cyl ,
and storage
to good home
435-4645
New gutters and interior auto, loaded, $8,100 OBO
'Free Estimates
759-1519.
7956
753-2555
759-4934 or 753-5280
270-759-1953
Luke Lamb
country paint, new roof in '95, ber- Must sell 492-6196
small
CUTEhome 1 bedroom 5290' ber carpet throughout
month plus security 474- Close to schools, churches, shopping and MSU
2520
Prided to sell at $63.000
LARGE 3br house, 6ft 1510 Clayshire Drive, Murchain length fence in back- ray. Call evenings at 270differPartners have much to share. Consider step hack when you decide to act. Later want to take off or do something
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
yard, 2.5 milos from city 753-2961
different options carefully. Tonight: Talk today proves to be more successful. Bide ent. Take a power nap or a walk at
limits on 94! 658-3086
sour time. Tonight: Where your friends lunchtime. Maximize your efficiency.
up a storm.
COUNTRY living at its
and leave message.
BIRTHDAY for Wednesday. TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Tonight: Accept an invitation out.
are
best. 2 bedroom brick with HAPPY
MSU Walk to campus,
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
attached garage located Oct. 23, 2002:
***** Others declare how they feel
2 Bedroom. 436-5085 or
The
on 1.3 acres just .4.5 miles A partnership stars in your year.
You might experience some helplessness * * * ** Your sense of humor needs to ***** Use your imagination once
559-5943
nature of this tie could vary from profes- during the next few weeks. Bosses come out with those at a distance. Find more to help others skip through a probwest of Murray city limits
360
Corner lot with lots of ma- sional to personal. You actually will like express unusual demands. You need out vshat is going on by exploring lem. You might feel as if associates are
Storage Rentals
tures trees. House newly working with a Learn more than by your- more space. Flow with others as much as options, reading between the lines and way too testy for your taste. Schedule
self, in all realms of your life. Others you can. Refuse to respond to any ulti- asking open-ended questions. When you time for a lengthy lunch with a friend.
redecorated throughout
20FT x 50 FT storage Must see to appreciate. By often let you know how they feel. You
matums for a while. Bone up on your lis- decide to take charge, you'll know what Your ability to make grounded decisions
building located off North appointment only. Call use all feedback, negative and positive.
makes all the difference. Tonight: Tear
you're doing. Tonight: Fun and games.
tening skills. Tonight: Say "yes."
4th Street behind Beasley 753-5975.
to your advantage. Your home life pro- GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
some paperwork.
through
22)
23-Oct.
(Sept.
LIBRA
Antenna and Satellite Call
vides an aura of excitement and the ** * Think carefully when dealing •* * ** Make that extra effort toward AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
HOUSE for sale
759-0901
unexpected. Learn that stability does not with a loved one or a friend. Your ability a partner you care about. You work best *** If you can work from home,
1888 Highland Road
CREEKVIEW STORAGEcome from possessing or having. If you
Call 474-2708
as a team with this person. You might not you're more likely' to get a lot done. Your
others want is one
520-540 On Center Drive
NEW Duplex for sale, 3br. are single, you will meet someone to understand what
always appreciate his or her feedback, ability to streamline problems lets you
you might not
Behind Tom's Grille
2 bath utility room. kitch- through your work, although it might he matter. On the other hand,
hut you know that he or she is often right. quickly clear out the majority of calls
Don't do
759-4081
en. den Each side is as late as fall before you feel like you want to do what is requested.
Ins estigate different travel options. and e-mail. Tackle a hard job that needs
MURRAY Store and Lock leased for year Great in- have "the one" in your life. If you are anything right away Lie back and think.
handling. Think through a request from a
Away you go.
Tonight
presently has units availa- vestment Calf 753-3966
door.
attached, your relationship will benefit Tonight: Blew, out the
loved one. Tonight: Take a midweek
23-Nov. 21)
(Oct.
SCORPIO
ble 753-2905 or 753REDUCED
from your open approach. Discussions CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
* ** ** Not everyone sees matters as break
7536
of what you
to $103,900 00, 3 beddraw you closer. GEMINI understands * ** Aim for more
clearly as you do nght now. However. PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201
NORTHWOOD STORAGE room, 2 bath 2 car garage
surround
ones
loved
and
want. Friends
you.
vou do need to let those around you find **** Make that extra effort so conAvailable-Various
Units
you Pace yourself in order to complete
contemporary home in
error in their ways. By lying back. versations flow. Your sense of humor and
sizes Call (270) 762-0196
Meetings might take up a the
developing subdivision
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll what you must.
actually will cause less problems for ability to clear out the frivolous help othyou
close to Country Club
4-Positi‘c. large chunk of your day. Consider isolatHave:
5-Dynamic,
Review a matter involving ers understand what is really on your
yourself
753-2135
ing yourself if you need to do some quiet
3-Average: 2-So-so, 1 -Difficult
insurance or other big financial groups mind. Delegate as much as you can. Save
work. Tonight: Take your time.
the people work for yourself. Tonight:
Tonight: Indulge a partner.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Motorcycles & ATV's
All. SIZE UNIT
Head home and run an errand or two.
ARIES (March 2 I -April 19)
21)
22-Dec.
(Nov.
SAGITTARIUS
AVAILABLE
* ** Consider what you want from a
**** Adjust to the day's varied presinteraction or situation. *** Continue the even work pace
HONDA 200 3 Wheeler to
sures Unexpected developments come professional
753-3853
in mind, you'll make the you're capable of. Clear out as much as
With
goal
that
hov.
sale 753-0872
from a fnend or meeting You knoss
days, you might
right decisions at the right time Others you can In the next few
to deal with the many people around ',Ou

(270)437-4113

ext.

2001 883 Harley Davis.
Customized with lot of extras. Immaculate condition.
$8,400. 753-6337.

1

Tom cl/ANCE

LOTS FOR SALE

1:1=11 CONTRACTING
4

270-437-4838

AHART 81 CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
or

David's Home
Improvement

731-247-5422

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins

Horoscopes

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
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DEAR ABBY

DR_ GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT I have a problem
that needs a diagnosis: I am a chronically late person. Despite my best
efforts, 1 invariably show up late for
weddings, funerals and meetings_
Even when I predict I'll be on time,
there is always an obstacle — such as
a school bus, trash truck, can't find
my keys or heavy traffic that makes
me late. What can I do?
DEAR READER: While some forms
of chronic lateness may be associated
with emotional disorders and mental
disease, most cases have rather mundane causes, such as disorganization,
ineffectual timing, a basic wish to be
absent from the responsibility and a
desire to be in charge of the situations
to which one is late.
In my opinion, your diagnosis is less
important than your behavior.
Nonetheless, you might profit from
some psychological counseling. While
you're waiting for the appointment,
try the following.
Re-program your mind to be an
"ahead-of-time person." No longer
consider the put-cinwn that you are
chronically late; this is past history,
interesting but out of the question.
Make a conscious effort to arrive at
least 30 minutes — or even better, an

(DUNG?
How ABOUT AN ANNUITY?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium
and Single Premium Deferred
Annuities are competitive alternatives to other savings plans.
The initial guaranteed rate* is:

4.50%
j

hour — before your commitment_
Make sure you have your keys (and
whatever else you need) long in
advance of your meeting. In addition,
the car should be gassed up, the route
to your destination perfectly clear,
your clothing at the ready. Keep lists
so that you don't forget anything.
Take along a book or magazine to
entertain yourself if you have to wait
at your destination. In short, move
everything ahead. Most important,
revel in the wonderful feeling that you
will probably arrive early!
Once you get hooked on this — and,
believe me, punctuality is addictive —
your stress level will fall, your life will
simplify and you will regard yourself
in a whole new, positive light.
This technique works. I once had a
patient who was chronically ABSENT
from appointments; she wasn't just
late — she'd get there after everything was over. Her life was a shambles, and she couldn't hold a job.
I told her to reset her clock. If her
appointment were at 11 a.m., she
should get there at 9 a.m. Or, if she
were really worried, she should leave
the house in time to get there at 8 a.m.
Did she run into traffic snarls, schoolbus stoppings, construction? You bet.
But she had a cushion of time — and
it worked. Once she discovered she
could arrive early, it was only a simple
alteration to re-define her to arrive on
time. She was amazed and delighted;
her life changed. She is now a successful businesswoman known (and
respected) for her punctuality.
All it takes is a change of attitude —
and some advanced planning. You
ARE a winner, you CAN meet your
responsibilities on time, you MUST
initially arrive early — maybe two or
three hours early — to meet your
obligations. Do it. And obtain psychological assistance if appropriate. (For
example, some chronically late people
are emotionally unable to cope with
being on time or with the necessary
planning to achieve punctuality. They
need additional therapy.)

•Thus rate AS guaranteed
for Me tors: month and r
can vary montnly or car, t,
tixd‘ed en tor the year

Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
4j)1147:

PETER
Gorr, M.D.
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DEAR READERS: Twentytwo years ago today, Oct. 22,
1980, my mother, Pauline
Phillips, published a letter in
her column from a woman
signed "Desperate." Desperate's
60-year-old husband had been
diagnosed with Alzheimer's dillease. She asked if Mother had
ever heard of it, and how other
spouses of Alzheimer's patients
coped with it.
Mother stated in her reply
that approximately 1 million
people had Alzheimer's disease,
and that families and friends
of Alzheimer's sufferers had
banded together to form an
association to provide support,
develop and disseminate helpful information and to encourage much-needed research to
fight the disease.
With that column, a littleknown disease received international attention. Within
weeks, the Alzheimer's Association received more than 25,000
pieces of mail requesting information, volunteering services
and donating money.
Over the years, Mother and I
devoted a steady stream of
columns to raising awareness of
Alzheimer's disease, publicizing
the association's programs and
services, and supporting them
financially. We watched with
satisfaction as they grew into
the largest private funder of
Alzheimer research and the
premier source of information
and support for everyone
touched by the disease.
How ironic that this disease
should eventually strike my
own dear mother — a woman
known for her sharp intellect
and quick wit. Her diagnosis
reinforces our sense of stewardship in the success of the
Alzheimer's Association.
Research offers the only hope
of discovering the answer to
Alzheimer's disease. Through
the association's efforts, federal
funding for Alzheimer's research
has grown from $13 million in
1980 to almost $600 million
today. The association's goal is
to increase that commitment to
$1 billion. Unless a cure is found,
an estimated 14 million more
people will have this disease by
the year 2050.
I will work more closely than
ever with the Alzheimer's Asso-

DIE
WHAT IS YOUR
CATERING
OUDGET'

WELL, WE DON'T
WANT TO SPEND A
LOT OF MONEY
ON DRINKS

par ASIDE FROM
THOSE THINGS,JUST
GO CRAZY!

NO,DEFINITELY
NOT ON DRINKS
OQ FOOD

YEAH, TAE
SKY'S THE
LIMIT!

LOOKING BACK

was crowned as homecoming queen
10 years ago
elation to achieve our shared
goals — to elimimite this thief of
Murray-Calloway County Parks as Murray State University Racers
the mind through research, and Board approved a motion to charge
won over East Tennessee Buccato enhance the quality of life for a $250 fee to rent the park for any
neers 17 to 6 in a football game at
individuals, caregivers and famfuture events, such as a circus, but Cutchin Stadium, Murray.
ilies like our own.
40 years ago
If you or someone you love made it clear that a smaller fee can
Completion of Barkley Darn on
needs the Alzheimer's Associa- be negotiated, according to Gary
the Lower Cumberland River in
tion's help — or wants to join Hohman, parks director.
this cause — call (800) 272-3900.
James Craig Dowdy M.D. of 1964 or 1965 will give Western
Someone will be there to Murray has been inducted as a felKentucky the greatest combination
receive your call 24 hours a day, low in the American College of of man-made lakes in the world,
seven days a week. Or visit the
making Kentucky Lake and Barkley
Alzheimer's Association online Surgeons.
Births reported include a boy to Lake area one of the greatest tourist
at www.alz.org.
Jennifer and Jason Fleet, a girl to attractions in the United States.
**
Recent births reported at Murray
Kristie and Danny Lindsey and a
DEAR ABBY: In July of last girl to Beverly and John Neal, Oct. Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
year, my niece left her 1-month-old 15.
Mrs. Billy Ray Powell, a girl to Mr.
daughter with me, saying it would
and Mrs. Joseph Miller, a boy to
20 years ago
be for only a week. It is now well
Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Bell, a girl to
Purchase of a portion of a substaover a year later, and I am still
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Herndon, a girl
tion off South 4th Street will give
taking care of her.
The baby's mother has seen her Murray Electric System more reli- to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Norsworthy
only three times in the year she's able service and will aid in mainte- and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
been with me. I've grown to love this nance of other substations, accord- Turner.
little girl and think her mother's ing to Ron Underwood, MES super50 years ago
absence is unfair to her.
intendent.
The home of Dr. and Mrs. P.A.
I have made the decision to try
The Golden Aires, composed of Hart on Main Street was destroyed
to gain legal custody of the child.
Abby, do you think I'm wrong in Darvin Stom, Danny Garland. by fire just before noon Oct. 21.
Jackie Miller and Max McGinnis, Several pieces of furniture, pictures
doing so?
LOVING AUNT IN THE BRONX will be one of four singing groups and books were saved as their son,
DEAR LOVING AUNT: Not at
all. The child has been abandoned in your custody. By all
means, consult a lawyer as soon
as possible. It will be better for
the child, and for you. Since you
are acting as a parent, you
should have the legal authority
in case it becomes necessary.
AIA

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles,CA 90069.

IT'S BREAST CANCER iz
AWARENESS MONTH, MOM.
UERY DAUGHTER'S SUPPOSED
TO REMIND HER MOTHER,
TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT,
YOU'U E ALREAN
CALLED THREE
TIMES, CATH`i.

BEGRUSE I KNOW HOU) L.
40U ARE, IF frs FOR
ME, YOu DROP EllER'iTHING.
IF ITS FOR LIOU,
401.1 DO NOTHING!

SCHEDULING TAKES 20
SECONDS. APPONTMENT5
TAKE Z.0 MINUTES!

MOTHER UJOMAN

RECEIUES HER
, ANNUAL MOM-°GRAM.

The Art of Good Salesmanship
granted and play mechanically.

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.

NORTH
•1082
V7 3
•A K 1063

4K 96
EAST
WEST
4
4K J 5 3
V K J 65 4 2
A9
•9 8 5 4 2
•7
+82
+J 7 5 4 3
SOUTH
4 A Q 976
V Q 108
*Q I
+A Q 10
West

North

East

Pass
Pass

2•
3+

Pass
Pass

Bridge is a game of infinite variety. On most hands, you can get by
with so-called automatic plays, but if
you really want to excel, you have to
be continuously on the lookout for
those situations in which special
treatment is required. In short, you
must not take familiar situations for

Assume you're East and that your
partner leads a heart against South's
four-spade contract. You take the ace
and return the nine, South's ten losing to West's jack. Partner continues
with the king, ruffed by dummy's
ten.
At this point, you have a chance to
shine. If you overruff with the jack
— which is the natural thing to do —
declarer will later finesse you out of
the king and wind up making four
spades. But if you cleverly overruff
the ten with the king — certainly an
unnatural thing to do — you will
almost surely defeat the contract.
Let's consider the matter from
South's viewpoint after he sees you
overruff with the king. He will
almost surely assume that your partner has the jack of trumps, and,
whatever you return, he will probably next cash the A-Q in the hope of
dropping your partner's jack.
It is unlikely declarer will even
think of the possibility that you could
have the jack and overruff with the
king. That is precisely the bill of
goods you should be trying to sell
him. If he buys it, he will live to
regret it.

Tomorrow: All's fair in love and war.

1. Ala

OK , OK! FOR
CR•iiNG OUT LOUD!

I'VE BEEN BUSY

Charles Magness of Jackson Purchase Agricultural Credit Association, Mayfield, formerly of Murray.
has been named "Outstanding Agriculture Alumnus of the Year" by
the Agriculture Alumni Club of
Murray State University.
Jodie Graff of Sikeston, Mo

02002 King Features Syndicate Inc
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Today is Tuesday, Oct. 22, the
295th day of 2002. There are 70
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Forty years ago, on Oct. 22,

1962, President Kennedy announced an air and naval blockade
of Cuba, following the discovery of
Soviet missile bases on the island.
On this date:
In 1836, Sam Houston was inaugurated as the first constitutionally
elected president of the Republic of
Texas.
In 1968, Apollo 7 returned
safely, splashing down in the Atlantic Ocean.
In 1973, Spanish cellist, conductor and composer Pablo Casals died
in Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico, at age
96.
In 1979, the U.S. government alTen years ago.: The space shuttle
Columbia was launched on a 10-day
mission that included deployment
of an Italian satellite. The Atlanta
Braves beat the Toronto Blue Jays,
7-2. in game five of the World Series.
One year ago: A second Washington postal worker, Joseph P.
Curseen, died of inhalation anthrax.
On Capitol Hill, the House and Senate reopened while their Office
buildings remained closed. Sinn
Fein leader Gerry Adams urged the
Irish Republican Army to begin disarming to save Northern Ireland's
peace process. The New York Yankees routed Seattle 12-3 in game
five to win the American League
pennant for the 38th time.
'
Subscribe to the
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1 PC maker
2 Gossett or
Gehrig
3 Farm baby
4 Acid in milk
5 Starter
6 Three squared
7 Compass dir.
8 Tour — force
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21

MAYBE THERE ARE SOME
THiNGS IN HER 8000< THAT
WE DON'T UNDERSTANP—

TODAY IN HISTORY

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

3

18

P,

Dr. Jim Hart, directed the boys from
Murray High School and other citizens in getting the most valuable
items.
Mr. and Mrs. G.H. Wilson were
married for 50 years Oct. 19.
Martha Jane Branson of Louisville, secretary of the Kentucky
American Association of University
Women, spoke at a meeting of the
Murray Branch of AAUW held at
the Murray Woman's Club House.
She was introduced by Mrs. John C.
Winter, program chairman.

By The Associated Press

2 NT
4+
Opening lead — five of hearts.

ri

30 years ago

CONTRACT BRIDGE

The bidding:

AVIr H

to be featured at the gospel singing
for benefit of Murray-Calloway
County Need Line Oct. 24 at Murray Middle School auditorium.
Dwane Jones will be master of ceremonies.
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20 Get tangled
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26 Gauchos rope
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lie A Red Ribbon

Oaaeet 24-2ff
11),E9 %off every day
"now Wet
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
TIES THAT BIND ... North Elementary teacher Donna Whitfield gets some assistance from
student Michael Gass, holding ribbon, while fellow classmates watch Whitfield tie a red ribbon to a branch on the playground area at school. The act notes Red Ribbon Week which
brings attention to drug awareness issues. Activities throughout Murray and Calloway
County pertaining to Red Ribbon Week will be going on throughout the week.

Five agree to interview
for U of L presidency
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Five
candidates have agreed to interview
for the University of Louisville
presidency, according to a search
firm director, who also said he is trying to persuade two other candidates
to interview.
Bill Funk, national managing
director with the Korn/Ferry
International executive search firm
of Washington. D.C., told the university's presidential search committee Monday he expects the two
additional candidates to decide by
the end of this week.
Junior Bridgeman, co-chairman
of the search committee, said U of L
has not closed the door on other candidates.
"There
may
be
more,"
Bridgeman said. "It's not just "Let's
go with seven candidates.' ... There

Rita's Neat Repeats
Consignment Clothes

NEW FALL OUT 20% OFF
Wedding, Formals, Rental & Sales
Men's & Women's Plus Sizes
Rent Over 40 Tacky Formals
For Tea Parties
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
(270)762-0207
M-S 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

may be other people who are interested in the job."
No interviews with semifinalists
have been scheduled, Bridgeman
said.
"There's still more due diligence
and fact findirig before we get to
that step," he said.
U of L is seeking a successor to
John Shumaker, who left in June to
become president of the University
of Tennessee. Jim Ramsey, Gov.
Paul Patton's budget director, is
serving as acting president. Ramsey
has said he is not interested in the
permanent position.
Funk and Bridgeman would not
identify
the
semifinalists.
Bridgeman said the search committee discussed the candidates in private session.
But Funk, who spoke at the meet-

ing via videoconference from his
office in Dallas, offered some
description of the semifinalists.
He said all five who have agreed
to interview have worked at one
time for one of the 61 U.S. schools
that belong to the American
Association of Universities, for
research institutions that offer the
widest array of doctoral programs
and for schools in Division I of the
National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association.
Six of the seven candidates have
experience at a major urban university, he said.
Most of the seven are presidents
or chancellors, and two are provosts
or vice presidents for academic
affairs, Funk said.
Two of the seven are women, and
two are black, he said.

DORIS PARHAM

Re-Elect
to the Murray City Council
#300 the Ballot
November 5,2002

• Experienced • Hardworking
*Listens to citizens concerns
• Dedicated • Reliable
Paid for by Doris Parham

IC Come Join Us For Our Grand Opening
Ilurra. Bank's New North Office
October 24. 2002
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THURSDAY Free Food 11am-2pm
SATURDAY Live Entertainment
featuring
Kevin Castleberry 1-3pm

A $100 GIFT CERTIFICATE
GIVEN AWAY DAILY AT 6PM!
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY!!!
'Special Collection of 70 & 14k Gold Jewelry not included.
This special collection will be an additional 10% off!

mThe ay Bank
How Banking Shouki Be
North Office - 700 North 12th Street • 753-5626
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Mon. • Thur. 10 a.m. • 7 p.m. • Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m. • 8 p.m. • Sunday Noon • 5 p.m.

1927 Irvin Cobb Drive • Paducah

(270) 442-4772

2nd Annual 9114etiteuy-(ealloway,'rowdy,clikonaet's,Sluice/
Sept. 26 - 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. - First United Methodist Church
Co -Sponsors Ledger & Times and Chamber of Commerce
FREE ADMISSION - CONCESSION PROCEEDS GOES TO LOCAL UNITED WAY

